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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement Of The Problem 
This study was conducted for the purpose of determining 
the status of the business education program and the 
business education teachers in the public high schools and 
approved academies of the State of Maine in 1949-1950. 
Analysis Of The Problem 
The following subordinate problems were involved in 
this study: 
1. To determine the total secondary school enroll-
ment in the state 
2. To determine the number of secondary schools 
in the State of Maine offering a business education 
curriculum 
J. To determine the number and kinds of business 
curricula off ered by the schools in the state 
4. To determine for each business subject the 
total class enrollment, the grade level taught, and the 
number of semesters the subject is offered 
5· To determine the number of schools offering 
business subjects during alternate years 
6. To compare the pupil registration in each 
business subject 'tii th the total registrations in the 
entire field of business education in the state 
7. To determine to what extent business subjects 
are being taught by teachers not holding state commer-
cial certificates 
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8. To investigate the status of public secondary 
school teachers in Maine teaching business subjects in 
regard to number, sex, education, degrees, salary, and 
type of certification 
9· To compare the status of teachers holding 
commercial certificates with those not classified as 
business teachers but teaching business subjects 
10. To determine the experience of business teach-
ers holding commercial certificates 
11. To determine the institutions which are 
furnishing Maine with their business education teachers 
Justification Of The Problem 
The majority of the schools in Maine are small. This 
fact in itself presents a problem in regard to the estab-
lishment of an effective and adequate program in business 
education. In 1949, the State Department of Education 
published a curriculum bulletinl stating the minimum require 
mente for a business course. Since, up to this time, no 
state-l'ride survey had been conducted to determine the status 
of the business education program and the business education 
teacher, this study should prove invaluable to the State 
Department of Education as it presents an overall picture of 
the business education program in this state. 
The information compiled in this project should be 
useful as a basis for curriculum construction and revision. 
Also, with such information available, one 't'Vill be able to 
I. Business Education for Maine Secondary Schools, 
Curriculum Bulletin No. 10, State Department of Education, 
Augusta, Maine, 194·9· 
compare the program of business education in Maine and other
1 
state business education programs with regard to organiza-
tion ot the programs, course offering, and teacher 
preparation. 
Scope Of The Study 
~is study included information on the business educa-
tion program and the business education teachers ot all -~e 
Maine Class A public high . schools, approved academies, and 
parochial schools in grades 9 through 12 in the year 1949-
1950. In order to put enrollment in the secondary schools 
on an equal basis, the enrollments of the three-, five-, 
and six-year schools were adjusted to show registrations fo 
grades 9 through 12 only. 
Data are presented for the generally recognized 
business subjects of junior business training, bookkeeping, 
shorthand, typewriting; office practice, business law, 
salesmanship, business English, and business mathematics, as 
well as data on the social business subjects such as 
economic geography, economics, and consumer education, whic 
are frequently included in the social studies program. 
Information on the two schools with distributive education 
programs is also included. Data on the business mathematic 
course and business math teachers are confined to the 
schools of'f"ering this subject in the 11th or 12th grade, 
3 
as it was difficult to, __ as~~~ai~- whether 9th or lOth grade t 
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arithmetic courses were essentially business courses. 
The information on business teachers is confined solely 
to the public high school teachers since complete data on 
the academy and parochial school teachers were difficult to 
obtain. 
The scope of the study did not include comparisons 
outside the field of business education. No attempt w~s 
made to compare offerings, enrollments, or teacher prepara-
tion in business education with other individual subject 
fields. The status of the business education program and 
the business education teacher in Maine was not compared 
with any other state. 
Organization Of The Study 
Chapter I includes the nature and statement of the 
problem. -~ reView of related studies is presented in 
Chapter II. Chapter III outlines the exact steps of the 
procedure us~d in this study. In Chapter IV, the analysis 
and interpretations of data on the business education 
program is presented. Chapter V contains information on the 
business teacher. The summary and conclusions of this 
study are set forth in Chapter VI. 
~~======li- --==== 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 
Since this study is concerned with the stutus of 
business education in the State of Maine, the related 
studies reviewed in this chapter are of the New England 
states. However, a review of the New Jersey state survey 
which was conducted in 1946 and 1947 is also presented. 
The study of schools in Connecticut was made in 1932. The 
Rhode Island state survey was conducted 1n 1934. The 
studies in the other New England states are more recent. 
The .Massachusetts and New Hampshire studies were made in 
1949 1 and the Vermont study was completed in 1950. 
The New Jersey state survey was the cooperative effort 
of administrators, teachers, businessmen, teacher-training 
institutions, and the State Department of Education. 
Ames1 in his report on this study states t~t six 
different questionnaires were prepared and sent to 
(1) principals of secondary schools, (2) representative 
business and industrial organizations throughout the 
state, (3) business teachers, (4) guidance directors, 
(5) distributive education teachers, and (6) teacher-
training institutions in the New Jersey metropolitan area. 
Replies were received from 172 principals, 165 
lAmes, Spencer B., New Jersey State Survey, American 
Business Education, vol. 6, Oct ooer, 1949, PP• 20-24. 
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business and industrial organizations, 963 business 
teachers, 163 guidance directors, 16 distributive education 
teachers, and nine teacher-training institutions. 
The small number of replies from distributive educa-
tion teachers indicates that even in this large state, fe'tv 
schools in 1947 were offering programs in this growing 
field of secondary education. 
Recommendations were made for new courses or subjects 
in the business department 'tvhich would meet the need of 
students unable to achieve present day standards in the 
stenographic or bookkeeping fields. To meet this need, 
additional courses on a clerical training level seem to be 
indicated. 
Business teachers and guidance directors called for a 1 
31 to 35 period school week, while principals preferred the 
conventional 30 period week. This reflects, perhaps, a 
feeling on the part of business teachers that it would be 
desirable for students to have the benefit of more of the 
curricula offerings than is noi'i pass ible with our present 
school day of four or five subjects, plus physical educa-
tion, study periods or other activities. 
The committee found that most schools stressed the 
importance of a work experience program, and the need for 
more effective placement and follovi-up of its business 
department graduates. The teaching of business information 
in the general education program was also regarded as 
6_ 
I 
important. 
In 1932, Higginsl made a survey of business education 
in the public secondary schools of Connecticut. 
Q,uestionnaires 1-vere prepared and sent to 13 six-year 
high schools, 66 four-year high schools, five three-year 
high schools, t-vro one-year junior high schools, 20 three-
year junior high schools, one school of higher than high 
school grade, cmd eight endow·ed and incorporated academies. 
Of the 115 questionnaires sent, returns were received from 
/ 
77 schools. Seven schools which completed the question-
naire had no business program. 
The total number of students enrolled in the business 
education curriculum in 1932 was 21,742. Returns from 67 
schools showed a total of 501 men and 1,102 women teaching 
business subjects. l.fore than half the men and 38 per cent 
of the women were graduates of a four-year college. About 
69 per cent of the men and 41 per cent of the women had 
Bachelor's degrees. 
The subjects of shorthand, tJ~ewriting and bookkeeping 
were included in the business education program of almost 
every school that reported. 
According to the number of schools that offered them, 
the business education subjects ranked as follows: 
shorthand, typewriting, boo~teeping, business law, 
i 
11 !Higgins, James Leo, A Survey of Commercial Education ~ the Public Secondary Schools 1g Connecticut, Master's 
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arithmetic, business training, office practice, commercial 
geography, and salesmanship. 
Some of the main conclusions formed from the results 
of this study were: (1) that commercial education was 
found in nearly every high school in the state, (2) nearly 
50 per cent of all high school students were enrolled in 
the business education curriculum, (3) large numbers were 
taking business education courses for their nonvocational 
values, (4) the traditional curriculum of bookkeeping, 
shorthand, and tYPewriting still existed, and (5) a trend 
toward increased enrollments in business subJects was noted. 
A study of business education in the public junior and 
_8 ___ _ 
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senior high schools in Rhode Island was conducted by Wiggtnl I 
in 1934. Wiggin made a personal visit to each of the 22 
1 public high schools in the state. Questionnaires were 
I completed during his interviews with principals, the 
II 
I 
business department heads, and the business teachers. 
Information from 19 of the 22 schools was used in his 
study. A second questionnaire was used to gather material I 
li for a chapter on occupational statistics. A group of 47 
I 
representative business firms were visited and the question- I 
naires were completed during the interviews. I 
The study included information on the total enrollment 
lWiggin, Harold A., ! Study of Commercial Education in 
l!1!!, Public Junior and Senior ~ Schools !.!1 Rhode Island, 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1934. 
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business subjects offeredt the time allotted to each, the 
grade levels in which subjects were offered, the objectives 
of the courses; the guidance and placement program for 
graduates and the drop-outs, and the effectiveness of the 
school training when applied to actual business conditions • 
Approximately one-third of the students enrolled in 
the senior high schools in Rhode Island were taking the 
business education curriculum. Twice as many girls were 
enrolled in business education courses as bpys. One out 
of every two girls and about one out of every tour boys 
enrolled in the senior high schools were business education 
students. 
Bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting were the only 
subjects offered in all of the 19 schools. Business law 
was offered in 18 schools, and business mathematics, commer-
cial geography, and ottice practice were offered in 14 
schools. 
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Wiggin shows that Rhode Island business teachers were to ·~-·· 
accepting and meeting higher standards of professional 
attainment; 8.5 per cent of the senior high school business 
teachers held a Master's degree, and 36 per cent held 
Bachelor's degrees. Thirty-six per cent of the junior high 
school business teachers held a Bachelor's degree from a 
foUl~-year college or normal school. 
A more recent survey of business education was 
conducted by Zimmerl in 1949. Zimmer made a study of the 
business education programs and the business education 
tee.chers of the high schools in the Commomreal th of 
Massachusetts. 
Questionnaires were distributed to 250 high schools 
during the fall of 1948. Of the 200 replies received, ten 
were discarded because it was reported that the schools 
had no business education courses. 
The questionnaire was · designed to obtain the following : 
information; {1) courses in business offered by the school, 
(2) number of business teachers, {J) number of business 
students, {4) approximate starting salaries of teachers, 
(5) specific requirements for business training, and {6) 
special comments. 
The survey revealed that no booY~eeping was taught in 
lzimmer, Kenneth, Buainess Education in High Schools, 
The Massachusetts Teacher, val. 29, pp. 16-17, October, 
1949. 
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11 one school, but that six schools offered four years of 
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training. Almost half of the schools offered two years 
, of bookkeeping. 
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Eight schools offered no typewriting courses, while 
one school offered four years of training. A little more 
than half of the schools offered two years of typewriting, 
and about 38 per cent of the schools had three years of 
typewriting. 
Almost 90 per cent of the high schools in 
Massachusetts offered two years of shorthand, while only 
about one-third of the schools offered a course in business 
English. Approximately one-fourth of the schools offered 
a course in salesmanship, and about one-third of them 
offered consumer education. Separate courses in spelling 
and penmanship were reported by approximately one-fourth 
of the high schools. Office machines was offered in about 
58 per cent of the schools, while distributive education 
was offered in less than 10 per cent of them. 
With regard to pupil enrollment in the business 
education departments of the schools in Massachusetts, 
about 38 per cent of them reported fewer than 100 business 
students, while 2.5 per cent of the schools reported 
business departments of over 1,000 students. Thirty-five 
schools reported that their business departments employed 
I· 
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one . o:r two teachers, while app:roxima tely 20 per cent of '/ 
the schools :reported three to four business teachers, with 
the :remaining schools indicating a staff of from five to 
fifteen teachers. 
A little over one-half of the schools in Massachusetts 
reported a starting salary of $1,900-$2,100, while about 
10 per cent of the schools paid their business teachers 
under $1,800. Only 3.6.5 per cent of schools paid starting 
salaries of over $2,400 in 1948. 
A survey of business education in New Hampshire for 
the school year of 1947-1948 was conducted by Horae~ Her 
data were obtained from the files of the Ne't'T Hampshire 
State Board of Education. 
The study included data on the preparation of 
business teachers, the institutions they attended, the 
degrees they held, their experience, and their salaries. 
It also included information on the total enrollment of 
all public high schools and approved academies, the class 
enrollment in the various business subjects, the number 
of semesters each business subject was offered, and the 
grade placement of each subject. 
This survey of the status of business education in 
New Hampshire, shmved that over one-half of the 9.5 approved 
lHorace , Regis . Angela, A Survey of Business 
Education in New Hampshire in-1947-194~ M8.ster's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949. 
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students enrolled. Slightly more the.n one-quarter of the 
schools had an enrollment of between 100 and 200 students. 
A little over one-fifth of the schools had an enrollment 
of more than 200 students. Only about one-tenth of the 
schools had enrollments of over 500 students. 
The five most popular subjects, according to pupil 
enrollment, were typewriting with 3,227 students, junior 
business training with an enrollment of 2,636, bookkeeping 
with 2,078, shorthand, 1,410, and economic geography with 
1,405. Business law, secretarial practice, salesmanship, 
business arithmetic, clerical office practice, business 
machines, distributive education, business organization, 
advertising, and consumer education were listed in this 
order, but the total enrollment of these ten subjects was 
only 2,599 for the entire state. 
In the Connecticut study made by Higginsl in 1932, 
business training ranked sixth in pupil enrollment while 
in New Hampshire in 1948, it ranked second. Junior business 
training was offered in 82 of the 95 schools in New 
Hampshire in 1948. 
Distributive education was offered in six of the 95 
schools in New Hampshire. Office machines was offered in 
only one school. Again a comparison is interesting with 
lHiggins, QQ• cit. 
11 
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the schools of Massachusetts! where over one-half of the 
schools offered office machines. 
Junior business training, economic geography, and 
consumer education were the business subjects most often 
taught by nonbusiness teachers. Business teachers who 
taught other than business subjects were most frequently 
asked to teach in the social studies or physical education 
fields. 
Of the 115 business teachers in New Hampshire in 1948t 
97 were women and 18 were men. Over one-half of these 
teachers had five or fewer years of teaching experience. 
Nineteen teachers had no degree, and four held Master's 
degrees. 
The median salary for all business teachers in New 
Hampshire in 1947-1948 was about $2,200. Slightly more 
than one-third of the teachers received 82,500 or more 
for that year, while almost two-thirds received salaries 
of less than $2,500. 
Horace concluded that business education held a 
prominent place in the secondary schools of New Hampshire. 
Seventy-seven of the 95 schools employed a teacher trained 
in business education. Most schools offered at least one 
Dusiness subject. Two years of tYPewriting was offered in 
44 schools. Two years of shorthand was offered in 12 
1Zimmer, ~· £!!., pp. 16-17. 
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II schools and two years of bool(keeping was offered in only 
nine schools. 
Horace recommended the appointment of a state super-
visor of business education, that course names be standard-
ized, and that small schools be consolidated. She criti-
cized the inadequate alternate programs of the small schools, 
and the frequent turnover of teachers. 
The final study to be reviewed here is one by Rochel. 
Roche recently completed a study of business education in 
the schools of Vermont in the year 1949-1950. 
He found that out of a total of 128 secondary schools 
and approved public academies, 82 were offering a business 
education program, and employing one or more business 
teachers. Questionnaires were sent tothe 82 schools 
offering business education programs, and 53 replies were 
received and used in his study. 
Approximately 40 per cent of the schools reporting had 
total enrollments of less than 100 pupils. Another 30 per 
cent of the schools indicated total enrollments of be t ween 
100 and 199 students. About 22 per cent of the schools 
reported enrollments of between 200 and 499 students , and 
only four schools or 7.5 per cent had more than 500 students. 
The total business depa.rtment enrollment was 36.2 per cent 
lRoche, James Avery, A Survey of Business Education 
in Vermont, l~ster•s Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
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of the total enrollment of the schools reporting. 
Fifty-two of the 53 schools reporting offered 
type1~iting I. Bookkeeping I raru~ed second, and was offered 
by 48 schools. Forty-seven schools offered typewriting II, 
't-Thich raru~ed third. Shorthand I ranked fourth, offered by 
45 schools , 1>Thile shorthand II ranked fifth, and lias offered. I 
by J7 schools. Junior business training ranked sixth, and 
was offered by 24 schools. While bookkeeping I 'tvas offered. 
by 48 schools, bookkeeping II 1~s offer ed in only 13 
schools. 
Typewriting I, '\'lith 1,421 students enrolled, vm.s by 
far the most popular subject. Bookkeeping I was second 
with 877 pupils enrolled. Business mathematics and junior 
business training were third and fourth with enrollments of 
525 and 523 respectively. Shorthand was fifth on the list 
with 517 students enrolled. This indicates that almost 
three times as many students were enrolled in beginning 
typewri ting as in beginning shorthand. 
Thirteen of t he 53 schools reporting offered a place-
ment service, and 21 have a guidance program. Seven of the 
eight schools, v-ri th enrollments of over 300 pupils have 
both a placement service and guictance program. 
Forty-eight schools reported a total of 71 business 
tea chers. Of the 71 business teachers incluc1ed in this 
study in Vermont, 17 are men and 54 are women. 
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Twenty-nine of the 71 teachers have five or fe1.-.rer 
years of teaching experience. Fourteen of the business 
teachers have 20 or more years of experience. 
Twenty-six of the 71 business teachers have no degree, 
and seven of the 45 teachers holding Bachelor's degrees 
also hold ~mster 1 s degrees. 
Five of the 71 teachers received less than $1,900 in 
1949-1950. Eight of the teachers received bet-vv-een $3,000 
and $3,500, and ~ro teachers received over $3,500 for this 
same year. The median salary for the seventy-one business 
teachers was $2,4JO. 
The data in both the New Hampshire and Vermont studies 
were classified into two definite areas: data about the 
business education program, and information about the 
business education teacher. Many ideas from these two 
studies were incorporated into the present study. 
Chapter III includes the procedures used in conducting 
this survey. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The procedure used in gathering and tabulating the 
data included in this study is outlined below. 
1. Using both the Educational Index and the 
Business Index, a list of business education surveys 
of various states and sections of our country was 
prepared to provide background material as a basis 
for this study. 
2. From this list, which included theses, 
articles appearing in periodicals, and other 
published materials, a number of studies was read 
and evaluated to determine the type of information 
desirable for such a study. 
3. Since a complete study was desired, including 
information from all approved public secondary schools 
and public academies, the writer decided to obtain 
this information from the records of the State 
Department ot Education. By November 1st of each 
school year, every secondary school must file an 
annual report with the State Department of Education, 
showing the name of each subject being offered 
during the current school year, the number of students 
enrolled in ~aob course, the name of the teacher 
teaching each subject, the grade level ot the subject, 
the number of years offered, and the unit credit 
earned. From this report, information was recorded 
on master data sheets prepared b,y the writer. 
4. The information on the business education 
program obtained from the secondary school annual 
reports and recorded on a master data sheet, was 
transcribed to an individual card, three by five 
inches, for each school. A separate card was also 
prepared for each teacher teaching a business 
subject. 
5. Data on sex, type of certification, edu-
cation and training, institutions attended, degrees, 
if any, and salary received were transcribed from 
I 
I 
I 
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state department teachers' files to these crards. 
Information on business subjects being taught by 
each teacher was transcribed from the master data 
sheets. Information on the total years of eA~e­
rience of teachers with state commercial certifi-
cates was obtained from the State Retirement 
Board. 
6. The total enrollment for each school, and 
information whether or not it offered a business 
course was obtained from the directory of public 
secondary schools and academies published annually 
by the State Department of Education. 
7.. The cards for each school thus indica ted 
the name of the school, its total enrollment, 
whether it offered an approved business course, the 
name of each business subject offered, the subject 
enrollment, number of years offered, grade level, 
and the unit credit. ~~e teachersl cards contained 
data on sex, type of certification, education and 
training, institutions attended, degrees held, if 
any~ salary, experience and business subjects 
taught. 
8. The findings in this study were classified 
into t'vo major areas: information about the 
business education program and information about 
the business teacher. 
9· The data were tabulated and the findings 
analyzed according to the follmving enrollment · 
classifications: 1-49, 50-99, 100-199, 200-299, 
300-399, 400-499, 500-999, and 1,000 and over. 
10. Based upon the findings of the study, the 
summary and conclusions ·w·ere vrri tten. 
I' 
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CHAPTEH IV 
THE ANALYSIS AND INTERPB.ETATION OF DATA ON 
THE BUSI~~SS EDUCATION PROGP~ 
In 1949-1950, 174 public high schools, 40 academies, 
and 20 parochial schools 1-vere listed in the State Depart-
ment of Education Directoryl as class A high schools. 
Almost all of these schools offered one or more 
business subjects in their curricula . Only nine of the 
public high schools, five of the academies, and t1m of 
the parochial schools did not offer a single business 
education subject. 
A total of 41, 994 pupils vJ'ere enrolled. in the 
234 public high schools, academies, and parochial schools 
in the state in 1949-1950. 
Table I shovJ'S the distribution of the total enroll-
ment according to sizes of schools, and a comparison of 
public school, a.cademy, and parochial school enrollment 
to total pupil enrollment. 
1Department of Education Directory, State of Maine, 
1949. 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL, ACADEMY, AND PAROCHIAL 
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT TO TOTAL STUDENT ENROLLMENT· 
e 
Size or Total Schools Public Schools Actad__emi_e__s_ Parochial Schools 
Schools No. Enrollment No. Enrollment No.· Enrollment No. Enrollment 
1-49 44 1,447 37 1,193 5 203 2 51 
50-99 69 4,991 49 3,442 11 881 9 668 
100-199 64 9,663 44 6,820 17 2,395 3 448 
20Q-299 26 6,463 17 4,330 5L 1,243 4 890 
30D-399 8 2,608 5 1,634 1 350 2 624 
400-499 6 2,776 5 2,318 1 458 0 -50Q-999 11 6,902 11 6,902 0 - 0 ..... -
1,000-over 6 7,144 6 7,144 0 - 0 -~ 
Total 234 41,994 174 33,783 40 5,530 20 2,681 
Per Cent 100.0 100.0 74.4 80.4 17.1 13.2 8.5 6.4 
ll_ 
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A study of Table I shO"t"ls that the public schools 
enrolled 33,783 students, or 80.4 per cent of the total 
secondary enrollment in 1949-1950. The 40 academies in 
the state enrolled 5,530 students, or 13.2 per cent of 
the tote.l enrollment, whj_le the parochial schools 
enrolled only 6. 4 per cent of the total enrollment vli th 
2,681 pupils. 
All the academies and parochial schools enrolled 
less than 500 students in each school. Seventeen public 
high schools each enrolled more tl~n 500 students. 
The majority of the schools in Maine are small 
schools. The enrollments range from 17 in one small 
public high school to 1,671 in a city high school. 
Table II shows a comparison of the public schools, 
academies and parochial schools as to size of schools. 
=~~- -=== 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ACADEMIES, AND 
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS AS TO SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Size Of Public Schools Academies Parochi 3.1 Schools 
School Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
1-49 37 21.3 5 12.5 2 10.0 
50-99 49 28.1 11 27.5 9 45.0 
100-199 44 25.3 17 42.5 3 15.0 
200-299 17 9.8 5 12.5 4 20.0 300-399 5 2.9 1 2.5 2 10.0 400-499 5 2.9 1 2.5 0 o.o 500-999 11 6.3 0 o.o 0 o.o 1,000-over 6 3.4 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Total 174 100.0 40 100.0 20 100.0 
A study of this table shows that 86, or 49.4 per cent, 
of the public ~chools, that 16,, or 40.5 per cent, of the 
academies, and that 11, or 55 per cent, of the parochial 
schools had less than 100 pupils enrolled in 1949-1950. 
Forty-four, or 25.3 per cent, of the public schools, and 
171 or 42.5 per cent of the academies had an enrollment 
! 
' 
of 100-199 students. Ninety-five per cent of the academies, 
and 90 per cent of the parochial schools were schools with 
enrollments of under 300 students. Only 9.7 per cent of 
the schools had 500 or more students enrolled for this 
1 same year. 
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Table III shows the number of secondary schools 
offering a business education curriculum. 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF ALL SECONDARY SCHOOLS OFFERING A 
BUSINESS EDUCATION CURRICULUM 
Size Of Number Of Per Business Curriculum 
School Schools Cent Offered Not Offered 
1-49 44 18.,8 15 29 
50-99 69 29.5 41 28 
100-199 64 27.3 59 5 
200-299 26 11.1 25 1 
300-399 8 3.4 6 2 
400-499 6 2.6 6 0 
500-999 11 4.7 11 0 
1,000-over 6 2.6 6 0 
Total 234 100.0 169 65 
Per Cent 
Offering 
Business 
Curriculum 
34.1 
59.4 
92.3 
96.1 
75.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
72.2 
As shown by this table, 169 schools, or 72.2 per cent, 
I 
offer a business education curriculum. Fifty-seven of the 
65 schools not offering this curriculum had enrollments of 
less than 100 students. However, 56 of the schools in this 
enrollment group did offer a business program. All but 
three of the schools, with enrollments of over 200 students, 
offered a program in business education. 
Table IV shows the number of public high schools 
offering a business education curriculum. 
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TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS OFFERING A 
BUSINESS EDUCATION CURRICULUM 
Number of Schools Per Cent 
Size Offering Not Offering Offering Of . Business Business Business 
School Total Curriculum Curriculum Curriculum 
1-49 37 12 25 32.4 
50-99 49 29 20 40.8 
lOD-199 44 43 1 · 97.7 
200-299 17 17 0 100.0 
300-399 5 5 0 100.0 
400-499 5 5 0 1oo.o 
500-999 11 11 0 100.0 
1,000-over 6 6 0 100.0 
Totals 174 128 46 73.6 
Of the 234 secondary schools in the state, 174 are 
public schools. As shown in t~e table, 128 of these 
schools, or 73.6 p~r cent, offered a business education 
curriculum in 1949-1950. 
Forty-five of the 46 schools not offering a curriculum 
in business subjects were schools enrolling fewer than 100 
students, while 31 of the schools in this enrollment group 
did offer a program in business education during this same 
year. 
Table V shows the number of academies offering a 
business education curriculum. 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER OF ACADEMIES OFFERING A 
BUSINESS EDUCATION CURRICULUM 
Number Of Schools 
Offering Not Offering 
Business Business 
Per Cent 
Of1ering 
Business School Total Curriculum Curriculum CurriculUII I 
1-49 5 2 2 40.0 50-99 11 6 5 54.5 100-199 1? 14 3 82.4 200-299 15 5 0 100.0 300-399 1 1 0 100.0 400-499 1 1 0 100.0 
Totals 40 29 11 ?2.5 
Forty of the 234 seconda~ schools in the state are 
academies• The table shows that 29 schools, or ?2.5 per 
cent, offered a business education curriculum in 1949-1950. 
Eight of the 11 schools not offering a business 
curriculum were schools enrolling fewer than 100 students. 
The other three schools enrolled between lOo-199 students. 
Table VI shows the number of parochial schools offering 
a business education curriculum. 
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Size 
Of 
School 
1-49 
50-99 
100-199 
200-299 
300-399 
Total 
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TABLE VI 
NUMBER OF PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS OFFERING 
A BUSINESS EDUCATION CURRICULUM 
Number Of Schools 
Offering Not Offering 
Business Business 
Total Curriculum Curriculum 
2 1 1 
9 6 3 
3 2 1 
4 3 1 
2 0 2 
20 12 a 
Per Cent 
Offering 
Business 
Curriculum 
50.0 
66.7 
66.7 
75.0 
o.o 
60.0 
Twenty of the 234 secondary schools in the state are 
parochial schools. As shown by the table, 12 of these 
schools, or 60 per cent, offered a business education 
curriculum. Both of the largest parochial schools enroll 
''· 
male students only, and do noti· offer a program in business 
education. 
Table VII indicates the number of schools offering 
each business subJ'eet and the total subject enrollments. 
li TABLE VII 
It NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OFFERING BUSINESS SUBJECTS INDICATED 
I~ AND TOTAL SUBJECT ENROLLMENTS 
.I 
tl 
I 
I Subjects 
Typewriting I 
Bookkeeping I 
Junior Business Training 
Shorthand I 
Typewr1 ting II 
Economic Geography 
Shorthand II 
Office Practice 
Bpokk.eeping II 
Economics 
Business Law 
Consumer Education 
Business English 
Business Mathematics* 
Occupations 
Typewriting III 
Vocational Information 
Salesmanship 
Spelling and Penmanship 
Distributive Education 
Advertising 
Shorthand III 
Rapid Calculation 
Total 
Number of Schools 
183 
182 
146 
171 
164 
64 
163 
83 
70 
76 
64 
24 
11 
8 
3 
17 
2 
11 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
*In 11th or 12th grades only 
Enrollments 
6,647 
4,266 
3,837 
2,754 
2,657 
1,672 
1,495 
1,171 
955 
927 
860 
467 
383 
377 
255 
215 
209 
171 
60 
34 
27 
25 
17 
28,481 
28 
The data in this table reveal that a total of 23 
different business subjects were offered by the 234 Maine 
secondary schools in 1949-1950. 
Typewriting I enrolled the greatest number of students 
with 5,647, and was offered by more schools than any other 
subject. Bookkeeping I ranked second with an enrollment 
of 4,266, and was offered by 182 schools. Junior business 
training ranked third in enrollment with 3,837, but 
ranked sixth in number of schools offering the subject, 
and was offered by 146 schools. One hundred and seventy-
one schools offered shorthand I, and 2,754 students were 
enrolled in this subject. Economic geography was offered 
by only 64 schools, ranking tenth in number of schools 
offering the subject , but sixth in enrollment with 1,672 
students. Business law was also offered in 64 schools, 
but enrolled only 860 students. Office practice was 
offered in 83 schools and enrolled 1,171 students. 
Distributive education was offered in only two 
schools in 1949-1950. Only eight schools offered business 
mathematics in the 11th or 12th grade. 
Of the total business subject registration of 28,481 
students, over half, or 62.2 per cent, were enrolled in 
the vocational business subjects of typewriting, book-
keeping, and shorthand. The total typewriting enrollment 
was 8,519 students. Bookkeeping was studied by 5,221 
2 
students, and shorthand by 4 ,274 students. 
The number of semesters each business subject is 
offered is shmm i n ~able VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
NUMBER OF SEMESTERS BUSINESS SUBJECTS AF.E OFFERED 
Semesters Offered 
Subject 1 2 4 6 
Typewriting 
- 183 154 17 
Bookkeeping 1 181 70 
-
Shorthand 
- 171 163 2 
Junior Business Training 5 lL!-1 - -
Economic Geography 11 53 - -
Office Practice 11 72 
- -
Economics 12 63 - -
Business Law 29 35 - -
Consumer Education 1 23 - -
Business English 1 10 - -
Business l'-1athematics 1 7 - -
Occups.t i ons 3 - - -
Vocational Information 2 
- - -
Salesmanship 8 3 - -
Spelling and Penmanship 2 - - -
Distributive Education - 2 - -
Advertising 1 - -
-
Rapid Calculation - 1 - -
Most of these business subjects were offered as full 
year COllrses. Occupations (three schools), vocational 
information ( t"tvo schools) , spelling and penmanship ( t-vm 
schools), and advertising (one school) were offered as 
half-year subjects. A half-year course in business law 
I.Yas indi ca ted by 29 of the 64 schools offering this subj ecJ 
Other half-year subjects \IIJ'ere offered as follows: 
11 of the 64 schools offering economic geography, 11 of 
the 83 schools offering office practice, 12 of the 75 
schools offering economics, and eight of the 11 schools 
offering salesmanship. 
Half-year courses were also reported in bookkeeping I, 
consumer education, business English, business mathernB.tics, 
and junior business training. 
The foundation subjects of shorthand, typeliriting, 
and bookkeeping v.rere t he only courses offered for more 
than two semesters. Four semesters of these subjects were 
offereo_ in shorthand by 163 schools, in type111J'ri ting by 
154 schools, and in bookkeeping by 70 schools. 
Si~ semesters of type1~iting were offered in 17 
schools, and of shortr$.nd in two schools . No school 
offered more than four semesters of booltkeeping in 1949-
1950. 
In Table IX is shown the earliest grade in which 
each business subject is offered. 
11 
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TABLE IX 
... 
EARLIEST GRP~E EACH BUSINESS SUBJECT IS OFFERED 
Subjects Earliest Grade Offered. 
9 10 11 12 
Typewriting I 8 . 72 103 0 
Bookkeeping I 3 94 76 9 Junior Business Training 114 25 6 1 
Shorthand I 1 9 160 1 
Typewriting II 0 0 48 106 
Economic Geography 8 34 14 8 
Shorthand II 0 0 8 155 
Office Practice 0 0 4 79 
Bookkeeping II 0 0 43 27 
Economics 15 11 39 10 
Business Law 2 13 27 22 
Consumer Education 1 4 14 5 Business English 0 2 4 5 
Business Mathematics 0 0 6 2 
Occupations 0 2 1 0 
Type1-rri ting III 0 0 0 17 
Vocational Infbrmation 0 2 0 0 
Salesmanship 0 1 7 3 Spelling and Penmanship 1 1 0 0 
Distributive Education 0 0 1 1 
Advertising 0 0 1 0 
Shorthand III 0 0 0 1 
Rapid Calculation 0 0 1 0 
Totals 15.3 270 56.3 452 
====-=-11-- -
Table IX shows a trend in t he grade placement of the 
vocational business subjects. 
Type't..rri ting I 'tvas offered for the first time in the 
11th year in 103 schools, although 72 schools offered 
begi nning typewriting in the tenth year, and eight schools 
offered this course in the ninth year. 
Bookkeeping I was offered for the first time in the 
tenth grade in 94 schools. Ti·.renty-six schools offered 
first year bookkeep ing in the 11th year, and nine schools 
offered this subject in the 12th year. Only three schools 
offered bookkeeping I as early as the ninth year. 
Almost all of the schools offered Shorthand I in the 
11th year. Only nine schools offered shorthand I in the 
tenth year. One hundred and sixty schools offered this 
subject in the 11th year. One school offered beginning 
shorthand as early as grade nine. 
Off i ce practice was offered in the 11th year in only 
four schools, while 79 schools offered this subject in the 
12th year. 
Most schools agree that junior business training 
shou~d be offered in grade nine. This subject 't'ras offered 
in 114 s chools during the ninth grade, in 25 schools in the 
tenth grade, in six schools in the 11th grade, and in only 
one s chool in the 12th grade. 
The table indicates varied opinions among the schools 
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grade level social business subjects should be 
Economic geography was offered . in grade nine :1 offered. 
by eight schools, in grade ten by 34 schools, in grade 
11 by 14 schools, and in grade 12 by eight schools. 
Economics was offered in grade nine by 15 schoo~s, in 
grade ten by 11 schools, in grade 11 by 39 schools, and in 
grade 12 by ten schools. Business law was offered in grade 
nine b.Y two schools, in grade ten by 13 schools, in grade 
11 by 27 schools, and in grade 12 by 22 schools. 
Because of small enrollments and insufficient teacher 
time, many subjects listed in the table were taught in 
a1 ternate years·. 
Table X indicates the number of' schools offering 
business subjects during alternate years. 
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TABLE X 
BUSINESS SUBJECTS OFFEHED DTJRIHG ALTERNATE YEARS 
-- Number Of Frequencies 
Sizes Of' S~h n o ll"l 
Subject Total 1~'49 1.50-99 100- 199 200-299 
Junior Bu~iness Training 49 24 21 3 1 Bookkeeping I 32 18 10 4 0 
Economics 29 7 1.5 5 1 Business Law 2.5 7 lJ J 1 Economic Geography 20 8 9 2 0 Consumer Education 11 7 2 1 1 Shorthand I 11 6 J 2 0 Shor•thand II 10 
.5 4 1 0 Bookkeeping II 9 3 6 0 0 TypevTri ting I 6 2 3 1 0 Type'tvriting II 6 2 4 0 0 
Office Practice 6 1 4 1 0 
Business ~~thematics J 1 2 0 0 
Salesmanship 3 1 1 1 0 
Business English 2 0 - 0 2 0 
Totals 222 92 97 26 4 
' 
300-399 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Many of the small schools are compelled to offer 
business courses during alternate years. One-teacher 
business departments, and small enrollments make this 
necessary. Out of 222 cases of business subjects offered 
in alternate years, 92 cases were offered in school.s 
enrolling between 1-49 pupils, and 97 cases in schools of 
5Q-99 students. Twenty-six cases of business subjects 
offered in alternate years were noted in schools ot the 
lOD-199 enrollment group. Only four oases of alternate 
year offerings were reported in the schools with enroll-
ments of 200-299 students, and three cases were reported 
by schools in the 300-399 enrollment group. The larger 
schools ·enrolling more than 400 students did not offer 
any business courses during alternate years. 
A comparison of the figures in Table VII with those 
in Table X shows that junior business training was offered 
as an alternate year course in 49 of the 146 schools which 
include this course in their business education curriculum. 
Bookkeeping I was offered as an alternate year course in 32 
out of 182 schools. Economics, business law, and economic 
geography were the only other subjects offered in alternate 
years by 20 or more schools in 1949-1950. 
TYPewriting I was offered as an alternate year course 
in only six of the 183 schools offering this subject, while 
beginning shorthand was offered in alternate years by 11 
schools. 
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Table XI shows the business subjects taught by non-
business teachers. 
TABLE XI 
BUSINESS SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY NONBUSINESS 
TEACHERS AND FREQUENCY OF OCCURENCE 
Subjects 
Junior Business Training 
Economic Geography 
Economics 
Consumer Education 
Bookkeeping I 
Business Law 
Business Mathematics 
Business English 
Type1-1ri ting I 
Bookkeeping II 
Salesmanship 
Typewriting II 
Office Practice 
Distributive Education 
Number of Cases 
62 
45 
34 
19 
18 
14 
7 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
As indicated by the table, many teachers not holding 
state commercial certificates are called rrpon to teach 
business subjects. The courses most often taught by non-
business teachers are the social business subjects. 
Teachers 'tvere called upon to teach junior business train-
ing, (62 cases), economic geography, {4.5 cases), economics, 
(34 cases) , consumer education, {19 cases) , and business 
la"tv, {14 cases). 
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Boolckeeping I was the vocational business subject 
most often taught by nonbus~ness teachers. Eighteen non-
business teachers were teaching bookkeeping I in 1949-
1950. Typewriting with three teachers, bookkeeping II with 
two teachers, and t~~e~witing II and office practice with 
one teacher each i'rere the only other vocational business 
subjects taught by nonbusiness teachers. 
Other business subjects taught by nonbusiness teachers 
v-rere business mathematics, 7 teachers; business English , 
4 teachers; salesmanship, two teachers; and distributive 
education by one teacher. 
Chapter V includes data on the public high school 
business teachers. 
CHAPTER V 
THE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA CONCERNING THE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION TEACHER 
In this chapter, data are presented concerning the 
1
[ sex, type of certification, educational background, and 
I' 
salaries on all teachers teaching business subjects in 
the public secondary schools of Maine in 1949-1950. 
Comparisons are made as to sex, certification, educational 
background, and salaries between business teachers holding 
state commercial certificates, and business teachers who 
are certified in other areas of secondary education. 
Data on academy and parochial school business teachers 
are not presented in this study. 
This chapter also includes data on the teaching 
experience of the business teachers holding commercial 
certificates, and a list of the undergraduate schools 
they attended. 
In Maine schools, 358 public secondary school teachers 
taught business subjects in 1949-1950. Of these, 208 
held state commercial certificates, and 150 held other 
types of certificates. 
Table XII is a distribution of teachers according to 
sex and type of certificate held. 
e e 
TABDE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO SEX AND TYPE OF CERTIFICATE HELD 
Total 
Nonbusiness.Cent1:t'1oat$S Number Business Cert1t1cat~a 
Size Ot Ot Number Per Cent NUll ber Per Cent Schools Teachers No. Men Women Men Women No. Men Women Men Women 
1-49 35 12 4 8 33.3 66.7 23 18 5 78.2 21.8 
5Q-99 66 29 11 18 37.9 62.1 37 24 13 64.9 35.1 
10Q-199 80 48 . 16 33 31.2 68.8 32 22 10 68.8 31.2 
200-299 48 32 9 23 28.1 71.9 16 1 15 6.3 93.7 
300-399 16 10 4 6 40.0 60.0 6 2 4 33.3 66.7 
400-499 21 14 7 7 60.0 50.0 7 5 2 71.4 28.6 
500""!999 60 34 7 27 20.6 79.4 16 10 6 62.5 37.5 
11 ooo-.ove r 42 29 7 22 24.1 
. ' 
75.9 13 8 5 61.5 38.6 
Total 358 208 64 144 30.8 69.2 150 90 60 60.0 40.0 I 
$ 
A study of this table shows that of the 208 teachers 
holding business certificates, 69.2 per cent, or 144 were 
women, an<l 30.8 per cent, or 64 't•rere men. However, in the 
nonbusiness teacher category, men outnumbered the women. 
Of 150 nonbusiness teachers, 60 per cent, or 90 'I'Tere 
men, and 40 per cent, or 60 vrere women teaching business 
subjects under other than business certificates. 
A distribution of teachers according to degrees held 
is shown in Table XIII. Of the 208 teachers included in 
Table XIII, 185 or 51.7 per cent had no degree, and 173, or 
48.3 per cent held Bachelor's degrees. THenty-three 
teachers, or 13.3 per cent of those with Bachelor's degrees 
also held Master's degrees. 
Table XIII shows the educational background of all 
teachers teaching business subjects. So that a comparison 
on the educational background of business and nonbusiness 
teachers can be macle, Table XIV sho't,rs the clegrees held by 
the teachers holding commercial certificates , and Table XV 
presents the same <lata on the nonbusiness teacher. 
Size Of No 
Schools Degrees 
1-49 15 
5Q-99 30 
lOQ-199 41 
20Q-299 27 
30Q-399 8 
40Q-499 13 
50Q-999 29 
l,ooo-over 22 
Total 185 
TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO 
DEGREES HELD BY TEACHERS 
Number 
Bachelor's Master's No 
Degrees Degrees Degrees 
20 1 42.9 
36 4 45.5 
39 6 51.3 
21 3 56.3 
8 1 ··.tto.o 
8 1 61.9 
21 ' 1 58.0 
20 6 52.4 . 
173 23 51.7 
Per Cent 
Bachelor's 
Degrees 
57.1 
54.5 
48.7 
43.7 
50.0 
38.1 
42.0 
4?.6 
. -
48.3 
*Per Cent of those with Bachelor's degrees holding Master's degrees 
e 
Master1 s* 
Degrees 
5.0 
11.1 
15.4 
14.3 
12.5 
12.5 
.: 4-;8 
3o;o 
13.3 
~ 
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TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS HOLDING COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATES 
ACCORDING TO SEX AND DEGREES HELD 
Size Of No Degrees Bachelor's De~rees Master's De~reee 
Schools Men !Women Men Women Men Women 
1-49 13 8 1 0 0 0 
50-99 10 16 1 2 0 0 
100-199 l2 27 3 6 0 0 
200-299 6 21 3 2 0 0 
300-399 2 6 2 0 0 0 
400-499 5 6 2 1 0 1 
500-999 3 22 4 5~ 0 0 
1,000-over 3 18 4 4 0 1 
Total 44 ~24 20 20 0 2 
Percentage 68.8 86.1 31.2 13.9 o.o 10.0 
A study of Table XIV shows that out of 208 teachers 
holding commercial certificates, 168 teachers, or 80.8 
per cent had no degree, and 40 teachers, or 19.1 per cent 
held Bachelor's degrees. Only two business teachers held 
Master's degrees. 
The table shows that a larger per cent of men than 
women held Bachelor's degrees. About 31 per cent of the 
men held Bachelor's degrees in comparison to only 13.9 per 
cent of the women. However, both of the teachers holding 
Mastter1 s degrees were wmmen. 
Table XV is a distribution of the nonbusiness teachers 
I 
according to sex and degrees held. I 
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TABLE rl 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS NOT HOLDING COMMERCIAL 
CERTIFICATES ACCOBDING TO SEX AND DEGREES HELD 
No Bachelor's Master's 
Size Of Degrees DelZ'rees DeiZ':r-ees 
School lien Women Men Women Men Women 
1-49 3 1 15 4 1 0 50-99 3 1 21 12 2 2 lOD-199 1 1 21 9 2 4 
200-299 0 0 1 15 1 2 
300-399 0 0 2 4 1 0 
40Q-499 2' . 0 3 2 0 0 
500-999 1 3 9 3 1 0 
1,000-over 1 0 7 5 3 2 
Total 11 6 79 54 11 10 
This table shows that out of 150 teachers not holding 
commercial certificates, 17 teachers, or 11._3 per cent, had 
no degree, and 133 teachers, or 88.7 per cent, hel~ 
Bachelor's degrees. Twenty-one of the teachers holding a 
Bachelor's degree also have received a Master's degree. 
About the same per centage of men as women hold 
Bachelor's degrees. Ninety per cent of the women and 87.8 
per cent of the men held Bachelor's degrees. Only 10 per 
cent of the women, and 12.2 per cent of the men have no 
degrees. 
Table XVI shows a distribution of all teachers teaching 
business subjects according to salaries received. I 
~=~-- .....=...-=---::::::=--_-
TAILE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO SALARIES 
Size Of ~1,500 $1,700 ~1,900 ~2,100 ~2,300 $2,500 $2,700 .2,900 School 1,699 1,899 2,099 2,299 2,499 : .. ?~699 2,899 3,099 
1-49 3 6 7 3 3 8 4 1 50-99 . 1 6 17 19 10 6 4 2 
lOG-199 1 6 17 17 14 8 10 2 
200-299 0 4 14 10 12 6 1 0 
300-399 0 1 2 3 3 6 0 0 
400-499 0 1 1 4 9 4 0 0 
500-999 1 0 6 7 11 9 7 3 
1,00-over 1 0 0 4 4 16 7 2 
Total 7 24 64 67 66 63 33 10 
Per Cent 2.0 6.7 1 7.9 1i!e 7 1S.4 17.6 9.2 2.8 
$3,100 ~3,300 
3,299 3,499 
0 0 
1 0 
2 3 
1 0 
1 0 
2 0 
6 0 
4 .. 2 
17 5 
4.7 1.4 
-3,500 
over 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
~6 
I 
,p.. 
01 
A study of the table shows that of 358 teachers, 228, 
or 63.7 per cent received less than $2,500, and 130, or 
36.3 per ceht received more than $2,500 in 19!1-9-1950. 
The mean salary for 358 teachers 't~as &~ 2, 325 in 1949-
1950. 
Most of the teachers in the schools enrolling fe't~er 
than 300 students received less than $2,300, while in the 
schools of over 300 students, the majority of the teachers 
were paid more than $2,300 in 1949-1950. 
Nineteen of the 35 teachers in the 1-49 enrollment 
group, 43 of the 66 teachers in the schools enrolling 50-99 
students, 41 of the 80 teachers in the schools with enroll-
ments of 100-199 students, and 28 of the 48 teachers in 
schools of 200-299 students were paid less than $2,300 
during this same year. 
Ten of the 16 teachers in schools of 300-399 students, 
15 of the 21 teachers in the 400-499 enrollment group, 36 of 
the 50 teachers in the schools enrolling 500-999 students, 
and 37 of the 42 teachers in the schools of over 1,000 
students were paid more than $2,300 during 1949-1950. 
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Size Of 
School 
1-49 
50-99 
100-199 
200-299 
300-399 
400-499 
500-999 
1,000-over 
Total 
Per Cent 
TABLE XVII 
~ 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS HOLDING COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATES 
ACCORDING TO SALARIES 
t1,500 #11700 $1,900 $2,100 $2,300 ~2,500 $2,700 $2,900 $3,100 
1,699 1,899 2,099 . 2,299 2,499 2,699 2,899 3,099 3,299 
1 3 5 1 0 2 0 0 0 
1 3 6 0 8 1 0 0 0 
0 4 13 14 10 2 4 1 0 
0 4 8 6 10 3 ·o 0 1 
0 0 1 3 2 4 b m 0 
0 0 1 3 6 3 0 0 1 
1 . 0 3 : 7 7 7 3 3 3 
1 0 0 4 2 13 5 1 3 
4 14 37 48 45 35 12 5 8 
1.9 6.7 17.8 23.1 21.6 16.6. 5.8 2.4 3.9 
$3,300 
3,499 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o.o 
$3,500 
over 
0 
I 0 
0 i 
0 I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 I 
~ 
-..1 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
i' 
I 
I 
I 
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that salaries of the business and nonbusiness 
teacher can be compared, Tables XVII and XVIII are 
presented. Table XVII shows data on the salaries received 
by teachers holding commercial certificates, and Table XVIII 
reveals the same data on the nonbusiness teacher. 
A study of !able XVII reveals that most of the business 
teachers in schools enrolling less than 300 students were 
paid less than the mean of $2,300 for 358 teachers, while, 
in the schools of over 300 students, the majority of the 
business teachers received more than t2,300. 
Ten of the 12 business teachers in the 1-49 enrollment 
group, 20 of the 29 business teachers in the schools of 
50-99 students, 31 of the 48 business teachers in the 
schools enrolling 100-199 students, and 18 of tne 32 
business teachers in the 200-299 enrollment group received 
less than $2,300 in 1949-1950. 
Six of the ten business teachers in the schools of 
30D-399 students, ten of the 14 business teachers in the 
schools with enrollments of 400-499 students, 23 of the 
34 business teachers in the schools enrolling 50o-999 
students, and 24 of the 29 teachers in the schools of over 
1 1 000 students, were paid more than #2,300 during this 
same year. 
The mean salary of teachers holding commerci~ certif-
icates was $2,200 in 1949-1950. 
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Size Of' 
Scho.o1 
1-49 
50-99 
100~199 
200-299. 
300-399 
400-499 
500-999 
1,000-over 
Total 
Per Cent 
TABLE XVIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS NOT HOLDING COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATES 
ACCORDING TO SALARIES 
$1~500 $1,?00 
-1,900 ~2,100 ~2 ~ 300 $2~500 ~2~?00 ~2.900 $3,100 
1,699 1,899 2,099 2,299 2,199 2,699 2,899 3,099 3,299 
2 3 2 2 3 6 4 1 0 
0 3 11 · 9 2 5 4 2 1 
1 2 4 3 4 6 6 1 2 
0 0 6 .... 4 2 3 1 0 0 
0 1 1 a 0 1 2 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 3 1 Q 0 1 
0 0 3 0 4 2 4 0 3 
0 0 0 0 2 3 2 1 1 
3 10 2? 19 21 28 21 5 9 
2.0 6.? 18.0 12.? 14.C 18.'( 14.0 3.3 6.0 
e 
$3,300 
3,499 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
5 
3.3 
$3,500 
over 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
1.3 
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A study of Table XVIII shows that most teachers 
teaching business subjects with other than commercial 
certificates were paid more than $2,300. Ninety-one, or 
60.6 per cent of the nonbusiness teachers received more 
than $2,300 in 1949-1950. 
In only two enrollment groups did the majority of the 
teachers receive less than $2,300. Twenty-three of the 37 
nonbusiness teachers in the schools enrolling 50-99 students, 
and ten of the 16 nonbusiness teachers in the schools of 
200-299 students, received less than $2,300. 
Fourteen of the 23 nonbusiness teachers in schools of 
1-49 students, 22 of the 32 nonbusiness teachers in schools 
of the 100-199 enrollment group, four of the six nonbusiness 
teachers in schools enrolling 300-399 students, five of the 
seven nonbusiness teachers in schools of 400-499 students, 
13 of the 16 nonbusiness teachers in schools with enroll-
ments of 500-999 students, and all of the 13 nonbusiness 
teachers in the schools of over 1,000 students received 
more than $2,300 in 1949-1950. 
The mean salary of 150 nonbusiness teachers was $2,400 
in 1949-1950. 
;I 
II 
II: 
This is about $200 more than the mean salary 1 
received by 208 business teachers during this same year. 
The teaching experience of the 208 business teachers is 
shown in Table XIX. 
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TABLE XIX 
DI~TRIBUTION OF TEACHERS HOLDING COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATES 
ACCORDING TO TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Years Of Number Of Per Cent 
Experience Teachers 
1 27 13.0 
2 23 11.1 
3 18 8.6 
4 5 2.4 
5 7 3.4 
6-10 33 15.9 
11-15 20 9.6 
16-20 14 6.7 
21-25 21 10·.1 
26-30 20 9.6 
31-35 8 3.8 
Over 35 . 6 2.9 
.....-
f 
f:: 
--
No Record 6 2.9 
1-· 
Total 208 100.0 
A study of Table XIX reveals wide variation in the 
number of years of teaching experience. Sixty-eight, or 
32.7 per cent of the business teachers had three or less 
years of teaching experience. More than half of the 
business teachers, or 113, had ten or less years of expe-
rience. Twenty, or 9.6 per cent of the business teachers 
had between 26-30 years of experience, and 14 teachers_, or 
6.7 per cent had over 30 years of experience. Information 
on 202 teachers is presented in the table since the data on
1
1 
six teachers were unavailable at the time of this study. 
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~able XX lists the business teachers according to the 
institutions they attended. 
TABLE XX 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO I NSTITUTIONS ATTENDED 
Ne.me Of School 
Husson College 
Auburn }~ine School Of Commerce 
Bangor ~~ine School of Commerce 
University of Maine 
Bliss College 
Shaw's Business College 
Baypath Institute 
Boston University 
Beals College 
Northeastern Business College 
St. Joseph ls Academy 
Gray ' s Business College 
Bryant and Stratton 
Bates College 
Burdett College 
Colby College 
Nasson College 
Simmons College 
Bible Institute (Minnesota) 
Chicago La'tv School 
Gilman Commercial School 
Grabbe's Business College 
Mary Mount College 
Malden Commercial S chool 
Northeastern University 
Radcliffe 
Rider College 
Rockland Business College 
Salem Normal School 
Thomas Business College 
Total 
Number 
4J 
39 
21 
18 
14 
12 
10 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
J 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
208 
This table indicates a wide range of institutions 
attended by the 208 business teachers. A total of 29 J 
business schools, normal schools, colleges, and universities 1 
were attended by these 208 business teachers. 
Husson College of Bangor, Maine was attended by 43 
business teachers. The Auburn Maine School of Commerce was 
attended by 39 business teachers, and the Bangor Maine School 
of Commerce i'las attended by 21 business teachers. Eighteen 
teachers attended the University of Maine. Most of these 
29 institutions do not grant degrees. 
Table XXI sho'tvs the distribution of the 40 business 
teachers holding a Bachelor's degree according to the insti-
tution they attended. 
TABLE XXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS TEACHERS HOLDING BACHELOR'S 
DEGREES ACCORDING TO INSTITUTIONS THEY ATTENDED 
Name Of 
Institution .Number · 
University of Maine 
Boston University 
St. Joseph 's Academy 
Bates College 
Colby College 
Nasson College 
Simmons College 
Chicago Law School 
Radcliffe 
Rider College 
Northeastern University 
Total 
18 
6 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
40 
This table shows tha.t 18 of the 40 business teachers 
holding Bachelor's degrees attended the University of Maine. 
Six teachers received Bachelor~s degrees from Boston 
University. 
Only two business teachers hold Master's degrees. One 
is from the University of Maine, and the other is from 
Syracuse University. 
-I 
CHAPTER VI 
SUl•TIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Based upon the data from the survey made of the status 
of business education in Maine in 1949-1950, the following 
summary and conclusions are presented. 
1. The total secondary school enrollment in 
1949-1950 was 41,994. These pupils were enrolled in 
174 public high schools, 40 academies, and 20 parochial 
schools. 
2. Almost one-half of the schools, 48.3 per cent, 
have enrollments of less than 100 pupils. A little 
more than one-fourth of the schools, 27.3 per cent, 
have an enrollment of between 100 and 199 pupils. 
Slightly less than one-fifth of the schools, 17.1 per 
cent, have enrollments of 200-499· Less than one-
tenth, 7.3 per cent, enrolled more than 500 students. 
3· Almost three-fourths of the schools, or 72.2 
per cent, offered a business education curriculum. 
All, except three, of the schools with enrollments of 
over 200 pupils offered a program in business 
education. 
4. Only typewriting, bool~eeping, junior 
business training, shorthand, economic geography, and 
office practice had more than 1,000 students enrolled 
in the state. Economics, business law, and consumer 
~ -- -~---=-.=--==.---~-=---=---~~::--- ~....::..::...__--=---=-
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education enrolled between 500 and 1,000 students. 
Business English, business mathematics, occupations, 
vocational information, and salesmanship enrolled 
only 100 to 500 students. Spelling and penmanship, 
distributive education, advertising, and rapid calcu-
lation enrolled fewer than 100 students in Maine in 
1.949-1950. 
5. Distributive Education was offered in only 
two schools. 
6. Less than half of the schools offering book-
keeping I give a second year of this course. Only ?0 
ot the 182 schools offering beginning bookkeeping 
continued with a second year. Almost all of the 
schools offered two years of shorthand. Out of 171 
schools offering beginning shorthand, 163 schools 
continued with a second year of the course. Two years 
of typewriting was reported in 154 of the 183 schools 
offering this subject. Seventeen schools also offered 
three years of typewriting, and two schools reported 
three years of shorthand in their business curricula. 
7. A noticeable drop in enrollments is found 
between typewriting I, 5,647, and typewriting II, 
2,64?; bookkeeping I, 4,266, and bookkeeping II, 955; 
and shorthand I, 2,754, and shorthand II, 1,495. 
e. Maine schools are following the plan of 
placing the background business subjects in grades 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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nine and. ten, and. offering the skill business subjects 
in grades 11 and 12. 
9. Junior business training, e.conomic geography, 
and. economics are the business subjects most often 
taught by nonbusiness teachers. 
10. Many small schools are compelled. to offer 
business courses in alternate years. The five business 
subjects most offered in alternate years are junior 
business training, bookkeeping I, economics, business 
law, and. economic geography. 
11. Of 358 public secondary school teachers who 
teach business subjects, 208 hold state commercial 
certificates, and 150 hold. other types of certificates. 
Only 40 business teachers, or 19.1 per cent, have 
Bachelor•s degrees, while 133 of the nonbusiness 
teachers, or 88.7 per cent, are graduates of a four-
year college or university, and. have BachelOl" • s degl"ees. 
Only t1·ro business teachers have 1iaster•s degrees, and 
both e.re 't..romen. 
12. More than four times as roo,ny nonbusiness 
teachers as business teachers held Bachelor 1s degrees. 
13. Of the 208 business teachers included in this 
stucly, 64 are men and 14Lt- are i..romen. Of the 150 non-
business teachers, 90 are men and 60 are women. 
13. The mean salary of 208 business teachers \vas 
$2,200, while the mean salary of the 150 nonbusiness 
teachers was $2,400. No business teacher received as 
much as $.3,300 in salary for t he year 1949-1950. 
14. Eighty of the 208 business teachers have five 
or few·er years of teaching experience. Thirty-four 
business teachers have over 25 years of experience. 
15. A reviei-v of the a_ata presented in this study 
shows that business education holds a prominent place 
in the educational program of Maine in 1949- 1950. 
1')9 
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APPENDICES 
Ed. 21-SS 2.5 M-46 
State of Maine 
OF EDUCATION 
(Name oiSchool a nd Address) -
.Ul!canCiary School Rating Information Report --Part I 
For School Year 194_ - 194_. 
•'Filing Date-Nov. 1 
(Retain duplicate copy 
for school files.) 
Part I or Fall Report is to be filed shortly after the beginning of the school year. Part n or Spring 
Report (to be filed at close of the school year) contains pupil data, expenditures and inventories of science 
department and library, audio-visu.a.l aids, building conditions, and annual computation for determination of 
legal tuition charge. Both Part I and Part II mnst ba filed before the school can receive approval. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Are all teachers properly certified (with certificates or permits) as required by law? 
2. Pupil-teacher rati()-total enrollment .............. divided by number of teachers • .. 1 
3. Maximum number of periods in basic daily schedule .................................. .. . 
If basic schedule is rotate.d, circle rotation used: 7/6 7/5 7/4 6/5 6/ 4 
4. Length of regular recitation periods exclusive of class changes ... . minutes. 
5. Length of shortest recitation period exclusive of class changes minutes. 
6 . School day begins at .................................. A.M. and closes at .......... . ............... P .M., with noon intermission from . to ............................. . 
7. School day is . hours and ..... ... ..... ...... .. .. ... ......... minutes long exclusive of recess and noon intermission. 
8. Does school publish a school paper? School magazine? . .. ............... .... .... School annual? . 
9. Is vocal music taught? . . .. .. .. .. ............ Is instrumental music taught? 
• In computi n g t h e nurnbe l' of teachers in H e1n 2 B~bove, a dd th e n u mber o f fu ll -time teache r s a n d t he pe rcent of time each po.rt- tin1e t each er d evotes to the 
secondar y unit heing approved , i. e., 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, or 6-y ear sch ool. 
Program of Studies for Grades 7 and 8 of Junior High and 5-year and 6-year Secondary Schools 
GRADE 7 Weeks Minutes Value • • Required Elective GRADE 8 Weeks Minutes Value • • Required Elective Pursued per Week in Units Subjects Subjects Pursued per Week in Units Subjecta Subjecta 
English English 
Mathematics 
• I Mathematics 
Social Studies-Unified coun;e l I Social Studies-Unified course 
Social Studies--History I Social Studies--History 
Social Studies-Geography Social Studies--Geography I 
Social Studies--Civics Social Studies--Civics 
Natural Science Nat ural Science 
Vocational Guidance Elementary Business 
Foreign Language I Vocational Guidance 
Home Economics Foreign Language 
Manual Arts Home Economics 
Agriculture Manual Arts 
Physical Education A&riculture 
Music Physical E ducation 
Art Music 
Otlai!T subjects : Art . 
Other subjects: 
0 
I 
I I I 
~ I I 
I 
I 
A unit is the credit given towards graduation for a subject pursued live forty-minute periods per week (or the equivalent) for the enUre school year and which 
requires preparation outside of class. Subjects meeting less than live periods per week (or the equivalent) have unit values prorated accordingly. Subjects 
which require no pre paration ou tatde of class have one·half the unit valuP of subjects of comparnblfl: time reQulremPnt~ hut which do requ ire preparR.tlon 
outside of cla ss. 
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PROGRAM OF STUDIES FOR GRADES 9 and 10,-Printed or mimeographed copy of program may be 
submitted provided equivalent information is given. 
..,!; .. . Check whether required or elective in courses in which subject is offered. 1lu .. 11 £1 . .. SUBJECTS .. ~ i?' to> 1P1 g~ .a·a College I Gen,l or Business Agri- Industrial Home GRADE 9-FIRST YEAR tt:.c tt:. ~~ .. ;:J Prep. English or Com'l culture Arts Economics 0~ o.!:: :it >.s 
r.l < 
"' 
Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. 
English I II 
Community Civics I 
General Science I 
General Mathematics 
Junior Business Training 
' • 
Algebra I 
''\" 
Latin I I 
Guidance and Occupations I 
Home Economics I 
Manual Arts I 
Agriculture I 
Physical Education II 
Other subjects: I [ I 
~ 
I 
I 
GRADE 10-SECOND YEAR 
English II 
World History 
Biology 
Business Mathematics 
Algebra II 
Geometry 
Latin II 
French I 
Bookkeeping I 
Home Economics II 
Manual Arts II 
Agriculture II 
Physical Education 
Other subjects: 
1-
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PROGRAM OF STUDIES FOR GRADES 11 and 12-Printed or mimeographed copy of program may be 
submitted provided equivalent information is given. 
.. 
.. £1 . Check whether required or elective in courses in which subject is offered . 11l1 .. _:'i . .. SUBJECTS 'il:l .. ~ 
.. > o·~ College 
II 
Gen'l or Business Agri-
I Industrial Home to> ::; g~ -" .. ..;:J Prep. English or Com'l culture Arts Economics GRADE 11-THIRD YEAR tt:.C It:· ~~ -~ t >.s 0~ o.!:: ~"' Req.l Elec. r.l < Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. Req. Elec. 
I 
1--English III 
American History I II 
Chemistry I · I I 
Physics II 
~ Algebra II 
~ .t:'Jl~liiliJ''t"'"'r 
French II I 
Bookkeeping II I ±j - I Shorthand I 
Typewriting I 
Home Economics I II 
Manual Arts III 
Agriculture II I 
Physical Education 
OthPr s~<bjects: 
~ 1~1 I I ___ I __ I 
GRADE 12-FOURTH YEAR 
English IV I I I I L_ 
~.Hisl'-'• f ~-~-~~~-+--1~-~-~ Prob. of Dem. I 
Physics I r---t----if---+--if---+--
Review Mathematics 
Solid Geometry ! I 
Trigonometry __j I r--+--:f---t---lf--t----llf-----f--1f---+--Jf--t---l 
Shorthand II . 1 I I 
Office ~ Practice 
Typewriting II ~ 
~r-~~~~~~~r~~-~ 
Home Economics IV ~ 
----
Manual Arts IV L 
I 
--- l--+--fl---f--lf---f--1t---+---lt---1f---l 
Agriculture IV 
Physical Education ~l~-+---t---11f--+---~t--~----_-_-~1~~---_-_-_+l~-~~~-ll---~~--~l----+--il---+--l 
, "'"" '""!"" ~ . I 
I I ~t-~~~~~~~~--~1~~--~~+-
. F~i------j--Jf---f---111--:----11----1----1f--+---l ----+--1~ I I - l +lf---11----11----+-l 
Page 3 
THE BASIC DAILY SCHEDULE-Printed or mimeographed schedule may be submitted provided it contains equivalent information. 
If schedule is rotated, give at bottom of page rotation for first week. 
If school ha.s more than five teachers, continue the schedule on extra slleets enclosed. 
Indicate in the following spaces (1) the subjects taught, including also study hall, library, and similar assignments, and (2) the number 
of pupils enrolled in each subject or section. 
Be sure to include the schedule time of special and part-time teachers in the high school, such as physical education, vocational, music, and 
others. 
Names of Instructors in- Principal 
eluding special and part-
time teachers . ··· · ·· ····~ 
SChool begins Subjects taught and class enrollments should be indicate,d for all classes. "'r-P. 
at A.M. 
First Period 
From ............... A.M. 
To 
······ 
............................. A.M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
Second Period 
From A.M. 
To A.M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
Third Period 
From ......................... M. 
To .... M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
Fourth Period 
From M. 
To ............................ M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
• 
Fifth Period 
From M. 
To M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
Sixth Period 
From ............ M. 
To M. ( pupil!!) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
Seventh Period 
From M. 
To ....................... M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
Eighth Period 
(For Class B and 
Junior High Schools only) 
From M. 
To ......... .. ......... M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils)-~ 
• 
Activities Period 
From 
······································· 
M. 
To M. ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) ( pupils) 
tation for first week: Ro 
Signed: .. 
- Principal, Superintendent 
Date : . . ········· ..... ······ ·•. ................................................ 
P age 4 
-
--~ 
I 
n. ~. ~,urm a c. 'J'. 
TO BE FILED WITH COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION NOT 
LATER THAN NOVEMBER 1 
I 
Town ···························································-················-····-··············· 
STATE OF MAINE 
Commissioner of Education 
LIST OF TEACHERS EMPLOYED 
19 ............... -19.·-····-····· 
IMPORTANT 
Please be accurate 
This report is for the purpose of checking the holders of state certificates by the teachers in a 
public school of the State as required by law. State fully the amount of training. Especial care 
should be taken to list teachers by their FULL names. 
(Make special notes of any cases where certificates are held under other names than those 
listed.) 
Union No.··············-····················-·· Submitted by 
HARLAND A. LADD, 
Commissioner of Education. 
(Signed) Superintevdent of Schools. 
(Duplicate Copy for Your File) 
A ELEMENTARY . 
Tt·atnlnJ: 
Check i.ll proper cHiumn 
., FULL NAME of Teacher DatP P~:IOIANEX'f 
"' .. 
.... 
Include malden name of Annual ~ 
"' 
Ciil 0 
HESIDENCF. 
.. .. ., =~ 
~ "' If married teacher Birth 'fypp of Salary c; T. ~ .. 
,__ 
ADDRESR 
· .... 
" "" 
Nume of School ..., .,-
CPrtlflra tion (Con tract) 7< >' .. -=., -="' 'fun~ht ;d 8"' (Ex: Mary Frances Adams Jones) 
.. ~~ >- ~;.-" ! ~t " "''"' .. "-'~ z LIMt in AlphahetkHl Order X ~Q = ~ -n~ " ~ .,,. ::E ~ ..JE-o Mo. Da. Yr. StrPPt 1111d Town 
• 
"'" 
~ 
--
-,: 
• 
" 
~ 1 - ~ - 1--~ 1- ,___.;... 1--
_,. -~ 
·-
•· "' .. 
.. ;, 
Lb.' 
-
B SECONDARY . 
~l'rainin~ 
Cheek in pruppr eoJumn 
FULL NAME of Teacher 
"' 
Date l'EHMANENT t Inclufle maiden I HUll£" 
of RESIDENCE Annual 
" "' 
Type of Snlary "' .. z: ;~ 
If marrier! teacher 
c; , 
" 
Name of School Subject~ Birth ADDRERS Certl tiP(!. ti on (Contract) ";... ~ .. " -=ai ·7. ;... "' 
Taught •.raught 
.. -=~ >< ""'>< t ~ ... " cr.--.. .. ~ ,.,.:-
List in Alphabetical Order 
, ~~ ... 
..:: ... (6.;::::: ll:l H 
""' 
~~ Mo. Da. Yr. Stre<>t anti Town 
.... 
' 
Nameofeach c. SP 
Hpeelal s c b 0 01. 
ECIAL 
•·ourse of activity 
"' 
( kl ndergarten, • E.., .. 
..c;'S..= 
Mchool nurse, fhY-
::::: = :> Mical educat on. FULL NAME of Teacher Date PERMANENT 
"'"' ~~itS>~ music, drawing, maidl'n ' Annual ;::l 0 8 Specify training Indutle name of RESIDENCE .;;~:;; manual training, •.rypt• of ~alary =s..,. trfJOJ home (>('onomlcs. If marrletl teacher Birth ADDRESR ( 't>rtltira tlon .. ., ... =~ 1>.~_$ In rtetail !Cnntraet) 0 ... 0 
"'=""' 
agriculture, com-
t~ Eo~~"' merclal, super-
<rloo ~~~~~ visors of special Ll,.t In Alphllbl'tlcal Order ll. snhjPcts, and as-
"l•tan-ts to super-
l<lo. Da. Yr. Strl'et and 'fown \'iROrR.) 
-~ 
\ 
• 
'. 
l ~ 
T 
STREET 
~ CIACI.E HIGHEST 
p YEAR 
E COMPLETED 
SECOND 1 2 3 4 ARY 
NORMAL 1 2 3 4 
COLLEGE 1 2 3 • 
:;rf: I 2 3 4 
G~~~i' 1 2 3 • 
S~~M~S 
1 
UST 2 
EACH 
SES- 3 
SION 
• 
5 
6 
APPROVED, 
SURNAME fiRST . I. 94? 
'-' r unTUWN STATE 
I MONTH DAY YEAR 1 J~ ~ I I SANCTION T p~"~ ~~ -.:in I PROFESS>ONAL ; ••n~ONA 
. RECORD '>UD<>lUI LUNTHUL 
~~:~~.~i lr---~-----r---+~r~ro~v~~o~~~~_,,~~~~~-TM~~=~~~~~···~~,~~~~~,~~.~~~~$~~:. 
4? 48 
48 49 
49-SO 
50-5I 
51-52 
COURSES 52 . 53 
~-~.,~~~~~~>O~Ol~LOC~AMN~+--~DA~~~~~~cc~~~~t-------i------~~----r---t---r---~--------~--+----~~~~----
53-54 
A_FnDAVIT: 1 hereby certify that the information 
g1ven above the heavy Une ia correct. 
54· 55 
55-56 
56 -5? 
5?-58 
58-59 
59-60 
SlGNATUJ\E OF SUPT. OF SCHOOLS / PERMANENT RECORD 
CUMULATIVE TOTAL OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
(32 Semester Hours= l Year) 
Professional Traininq Jan. l. 1947 (From Face of Card) 
Additional Professional Training 
SCHOOL 
TYPE OF 
COURSE 
REGS. S. EXT 
DATES ATTENDED 
FROM 
MO./YR. 
TO 
MO./YR. 
\ 
Names 
and 
Addresses 
REFERENCES 
STATE OF MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
AUGUSTA 
1949- 1950 DIRECTORY 
OF 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
WGH SCHOOLS, JUNIOR WGH SCHOOLS 
AND ACADEMIES 
AND 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVAL · 
OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
DECEMBER 1, 1949 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
Frank S. Hoy, Lewiston, Chairman 
Joseph B. Chaplin, Bangor 
Mrs. Leah C. Emerson, Island Falls 
John C. Fitzgerald, Portland 
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Waldoboro 
Percy R. Keller, Camden 
Joseph A. Leonard, Old Town 
Ernest C. Marriner, Waterville 
William Philbrick, Skowhegan 
Mrs. E. Frances Smith, Bath 
SCHOOL BUILDING ASSISTANCE COMMISSION 
Linwood J. Kelley, Lewiston 
Harry E. Lewin, Portland 
Mrs. Doris Rosen, Bangor 
Alfred Senter, Brunswick 
Ez officio 
Ralph A. Leavitt, Portland, Chairman Legislative Committee 
on Education 
Leigh Webber, Hallowell, Executive Secretary, 
Maine Municipal Association 
Harland A. Ladd, Augusta, Commissioner of Education 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
Aug,usta, Maine 
Harland A. Ladd 
Commissioner of Education 
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
Philip A. Annas, Associate Deputy Commissioner for Secondary 
Education 
Howard G. Richardson, Director of Physical Education, Health 
and Recreation 
Howard L. Bowen, Associate Deputy Commissioner for Elementary 
Education 
-----, Director of Special Education for Physi-
cally Handicapped Children 
Irene L. Dresser, Elementary Supervisor 
Muriel M. Erskine, E lementary Supervisor 
Zelda J . Gordon, Elementary Supervisor 
Villa H. Quinn, Elementary Supervisor 
DIVISION OF FINANCE AND CONTROL 
Fred L. Kenney, Director 
Chester Booth, Accountant-Auditor 
Paul D. Wood, Field Examiner 
DIVISION OF PLANNING AND RESEARCi-I 
William 0. Bailey, Deputy Commissioner 
Marion Cooper, Supervisor of Statistics and Publications 
DIVISION OF TEACHING SERVICES 
Ermo H. Scott, Deputy Commissioner 
Margaret L. Arber, Placement Clerk 
Flora I. Brann, Certification Officer 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Morris P. Cates, Deputy Commissioner 
John C. Cass, Director of Guidance 
Florence L. Jenkins, Director of Home Economics 
Louise F . Fettinger, Itinerant Teacher Trainer 
Mildred I. Turney, Itinerant Teacher Trainer 
John A. Snell, Director of Agriculture 
Maurice C. Varney, Director of Trades and Industry 
Leroy N. Koonz, 32 Winthrop Street, Augusta, 
Director of Vocational Rehabilitation 
Elmer L. Mitchell, Augusta, Case Work Supervisor 
Gray H. Curtis, Room 204, Auburn Savings Bank Build-
ing, Auburn, Supervisor 
M . Edson Goodrich, 10 Congress Square, Porlland, 
Supervisor 
John A. Rodick, Room 515, Eastern Trust Building, 
Bangor, Supervisor 
SCHOOLING IN UNORGANIZED TERRITORY 
Edward L. McMonagle, Director 
SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM 
Helen E. Madsen, Director 
Gertrude Griney, Supervisor 
SURPLUS COMMODITIES AND PROPERTY 
John Collins, Supervisor 
STATE TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Farmington State Teachers College, Farmington 
Errol L. Dearborn, President 
Gorham State Teachers College, Gorham 
Francis L. Bailey, President 
Aroostook State Normal School, Presque Isle 
CliJTord 0. T. Wieden, Principal 
Madawaska Training School, Fort Kent 
Richard F. Crocker, Principal 
Washington State Normal School, Machias 
Lincoln A. Sennett, Principal 
MAINE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
AUGUSTA 
H. Porter Perkins, Principal 
Town or City 
Addison 
Albion 
Alfred Andove~** 
Appleton 
Ashland* 
Auburn*** 
Augusta. 
Baileyville 
~:~1i~~~r** 
Bath 
Beals ... 
Belfast* 
Belgrade 
Berwick ... 
Biddeford* 
Bingham*. . . 
Boothbay Harbor 
Bradford*. 
CLASS A HIGH SCHOOLS 
(See Footnote Nl) 
For the Year 1949-50 
;;: 
N' b b ~ 
t¥l Name of Principal 
" c (N3) 'fi 
·.::: 
"' "' " 0:: f-. 
A Harold E. MacLauch-
Ian .... 2 
A Willis J. Fu~t-wcngler. 3 
A Daniel C. Boothby 2 
A Donald M. Mailloux. 3 
A Ernest W. Rallen 2 
A Grover B. MacLaugh-
lin ....... 9 
A Arnold G. Westerberg 35.3 
A William A. Macomber 36.8 
A Ceci l V. Leighton ... 8.5 
Woodland, Wash.Co. 
A Joseph B. Chaplin 38.7 
A Horace A. Croxford 14.9 
A Raymond W Farn-
ham 28.4 
A Mrs. Syl,;i~a c: 'A.(Iey 2 
A Frank A. Rhuland. 19 
A Richard J-1. Howell 3.1 
A WalterS. Shaw. 4.1 
A Geo. S. Cunningham . 2 1.3 
A Larson N. Kell ey 7.3 
A Perry G. Wortman . 9.5 
A Frederick G. Hobbins 3 
*Six-year organization-includes grades 7-12. 
**Five-year organization-includes grades 8-12. 
2 ;;: b b 
"' ]~ 
·o. .,_ 
" 
o.O 
c.. CllU 
31 
55 
27 
50 
57 
238 A.II. 
776 C.II.I. 
940 C.l-1.1. 
95 C.Il.I. 
811 D.C. ILl. 
239 C.H.I. 
711 C.I-I.I. 
30 . . . .. 
466 C.II.l. 
52 c. 
8 1 c. 
450 c. (1-1) 
152 H.I. 
194 C. H.!. 
66 
***Three-year organization- includes grades 10-12. Junior high 
school also maintained by town or city as separate organiza-
tion. See page II for list of junior high schools. 
A Community District High School is owned and operated jointly 
by several towns. This directory lists such a school under 
the town in which it is located. 
N I For definition of a Class A high school, see page 13. 
N2 Rating of the school for 1949-50. A-Approved, T-Approved, 
but only conditiona lly. 
N3 The address of the principal is the same as the town or city 
unless otherwise given. 
N4 Data reported for fall term, 1949. Part-time teachers included 
on percentage basis. 
N5 Data reported for year 1949-50. D-Distributive Education, 
C-Commercial , A-Agriculture, H-I-lome Economics, 1-lndus-
trial Arts or Vocational Shop. ( ) indicate courses are offered 
in grades 9 and 10 only. 
2 3 
CLASS A HIGH SCHOOLS-Continued 
c;> 
~ G e ~ e f e e Town or City 
"" 
Name of Principal 
" "' :§~ .: (N3) -5 
·c. 
" 
"' 
g:::s 
" "' 
o.O 
c:::; 
..... ll. CllU 
------
Brewer* A Albert E. Pillsbury. 30.4 629 C. H.!. 
Bridgton A Wesley W Stoddard 8.4 166 C.I-1.!. 
Bristol A William R. Kempton 4 57 C.I. 
Brooklin 
Pemaquid Harbor 
A Sherwin L. Stanley 3 25 c. 
Brooks* .. A Dana E. Drew 6 124 C.A. 
Brooksville A A. Raymond Ro!'lers, 
Jr., So. Brooksv'ille. 3 46 .. 
Brownville Jet ~ ~~[;~~~ ~iJ;r~;st. 5 108 c. Brunswick* 33.4 795 C.H.I. 
Buckfield A J ascha L. French 4 65A.H . 
Bucksport* A Dana M. Simmons 16.2 413 C.A.H . I. 
Buxton A James E. Stonier 4 86 A. 
West Buxton 
Calais A Charles W. Webb. 14.6 299
1
C.H.I. 
Camden .. A Carlton P. Wood 13 221 C.H.I. 
Canton** A Paul S. Lymburner 3 .1 58 c. 
Cape Elizabet·h·* A Lawrence Stuart. 16 297 C.J-1.1. 
Caribou* A John A. Partridge 29.1 840 C.A.I-1. 
Cannel* A Joseph J. Devitt .. 4 108 c. 
Casco A Theodore E. Nulling. 2 33 
Castine* A Hamilton S. Giberson 3. 1 45 . . 
C linton A David P. Pierce .. 4 80 c. 
Columbia Falis A Albert D. Richard 2 35 .. 
Cornish* A Raymond T. Ayer 5 72 H. 
Cumberland * A Thomas Beadle. Jr .. 2 36 
Chebea~ue Island 
Danforth* A Virgil J. 1- inckley 7 144 c. 
Dees Isle* A Murdock S. Matheson 5.1 68 c. 
Denmark. A John L. Berrr; .. 2 17 .. 
Dennysville A Lr;nwoodP.l- arriman 3 41 c. 
Dexter** ~ fiai~~)lr:.~~:~f' 15.3 280 C.I-1.1. Dixfield ... 6 131 C.I. 
East Millinocket* A Durward S. Heal 9.4 129 C.H.l. 
Easton A Raymond D. Stinch-
field .... 6 101 C.A.H. 
Eastport A L. Brooks Varney 8.6 175 C .H. 
Eliot* .. A Chester R. Parker. 10 204 C.I. 
Ellsworth A George D. Luce. 14.7 351 C. H.!. 
Eustis A R~~~aa~~0~. Ricker. 3 32H. 
Fairfield * .. A Winfred A. Kelley 18.8 454 C.A.(H)I 
Falmouth** A Rutherford M. Drum-
mond, R. 5, Portland 14.6 243 C.l-1.1. 
Farmington .. A Thomas L. Maynard 14.4 259 C.H.l. 
Fort Fairfield A W Rodney Wyman 17.7 292 C. A.H.I. 
Fort Kent (Com-
munity Dist. ll.S.) A Stephen J. Droller 16 451 C.A. 
~~erdi~~~ ~ .. A John .J. Kassay 12 279 C .H.I. A Frank G. Stone ..... 21 502 C.H.I. 
Gorham*** . . A Theron R. Stinchfield 8 .1 164 C.A.H. 
4 
CLASS A HIGH SCHOOLS-Continued 
Town or City 
-------1 
Gray (Pennell 
Institute) 
Greenville* . . 
Guilford* (Com-
munity Dist. 1-J.S.) 
Hallowell 
Harmony* 
Harrington 
Hermon* 
~~ftfsdon 
Houlton*. 
Howland*. 
Island Falls 
Islesboro 
Jackman 
Jay 
Jonesboro 
Jonesport ... 
Kennebunk* 
Kingfield 
LaGrange 
Lewiston. 
Liberty. 
Limerick 
Limestone. . 
Lincoln (Mallanaw-
cook Academy) 
Lisbon. 
Livermore Falls. 
Lubec. . . 
Machias ... 
Madawaska* 
Madison .... 
Mapleton* (Com-
munity Dist. H.S.). 
Mattawamkeag . 
Mechanic Falls 
Medway. 
Mexico** 
c;> 
e 
"" N arne of Principal 
._§ (N3) 
"' a:
A Harold N. \Sr;hfsey A Robert M. 
A Philip G. Clark 
A John Daker . 
~ g~~~f:s ~- ~~~:r'ince. 
A Lawrence W. Dwyer 
R.F.D 3, Bangor 
A Frank E. Chamberlain 
A James H. Flynn . 
A Milton B. Lambert 
~ ~~~sfe/la~i~rette 
A William L. Irvine 
A Richard S. Lovejoy. 
A Howard D. Bemiss, Jr. 
Chisholm 
A Earl E. Coates .. 
A All an B. Chesterton. 
A Maynard C. Hobin son 
A Donnell D. Graham 
A Carl E. Chellquist 
A Linwood J. Kelley 
A Roger D. Stewart . 
A HcginaldA.Hammond 
A Donald V Atwater 
A Carleton J. Holmes. 
A Arne] F. Kisonak. 
Lisbon Falls 
A Clyde L. Mann. 
A F\o£er D. Lowell 
A Ar enS. McEacharn. 
A Eloi H. Daigle. 
A Melville H. Johnson 
A Kenneth L. Sharp 
A Donald W. Robinson 
A Milton W Knowlen . 
A Wilbur L. Cuzner 
A Arthur D. Frew 
Ridlon ville 
. A G.FrankSammis,Jr .. 
. 
1 
A Roy M. Hayes ... 
A Joseph H. Bragdon. 
A Elton M. Rich .. 
. . A Carl E. Kelley_ ... 
Northeast Harbor 
5 
6 
11 
14 
6.9 
4 .2 
2 
7 
5 
3 
28 
9 
5.5 
3 
3 
9.2 
2 
6 
17.5 
3 
2 
48.6 
3 
2 
8 
11.6 
9 
13.4 
7 
8 
19 
15.8 
9 
3 
8.5 
3 
15.7 
3 
26.6 
10 
3 
6.9 
------
104 C.H.I. 
218 C. H.!. 
333 C.I I. f. 
154 c.r. 
68 C.H. 
44 ... 
178 C.A. 
79 C.A.I I. 
65 ... 
812 C .A .ii. r'. 
183 C .H. 
94 C.A. 
24 c. 
39 c. 
174 C.H.I. 
20 .... 
94 C.H. 
424 C. H.!. 
51 
31 . . . . . . 
1078 C.H.I. 
53 
38 .. . 
150 C.A. 
245 C .Il .I. 
215 C .H .I. 
279 C.A.J-1. I. 
154 C.H . 
160 C.H . 
568 C.H. 
282 C. H.!. 
240 C.A.(l-1) 
62 c. 
196 C.H.I. 
40 c. 
362 C.l-1.!. 
57 ..... . 
483 C.H.I. 
186 C.II.f. 
3 1 c . 
115 C.H.I. 
CLASS A HIGH SCHOOLS-Continued 
Town or City 
New Gloucester. 
Newport** .. 
New Portland* 
New Sharon** 
North Berwick 
North Haven 
Norway 
Oakfield .. 
Oakland**. . . . . 
Old Orchard Beach 
O ld Town 
Orono* 
Oxford. . . . . ... 
Paris* (Paris High 
School) .... 
Paris (West Paris 
lligh School) 
Pembroke 
Penobscot. 
Phillips 
Porter 
Portland (Portland 
High School ) 
Porlland (Deering 
High School) 
Presque Isle 
Princeton. 
~=~se~~t 
Richmond 
Rockland 
~~;;r,~dl,.: •. 
Sl. Agatha 
Sl. George 
Sanford 
Scarboro .. 
Searsport* . 
Sebago rPoller 
Academy) 
Sherman** . . . 
Skow began*** 
Solon .. 
~ N k ~ z - ;;;' b 
- ~ b 
01) Name of Principal ~ tn ] ~ 
._§ (N3) 'iJ '0. " o.. ~ ~ ~ o§ 
a:; ,._, o.. a-u 
1---------1---1---1----
A Raymond E. Stickney 
A Stuart C. Chaplin 
A Obder D. Smith . 
A Mrs. Gladys M. De-
Wever. . 
A William A. Reagan .. 
A Warren H. Pressley, J r 
A Guy E. Rowe. 
A Ray F. Rollins .. 
A Maxwell D. Ward 
A llerberl R. Bean 
A John W. Abbott 
A Ivan C. Sherman 
A Paul E. Snow. . 
A Karlton E. 1-Iiggins 
South Paris 
A Alton L. Black 
West Paris 
A Harold F. Blackwood. 
West Pembroke 
A Ewart Rawnsley 
A Paul G. Whittemore 
A Harold P. Andrews 
Kezar Falls 
A Howard C. Reiche 
A Carleton L. Wiggin. 
A Franklin S. Cunning-
ham ......... . 
A Clifford G. Holden 
A Elwood A. Allen 
A Merle R. Keyes A E.~ra~r;l~~~n ... 
A A. Hamilton Boothby 
A Frederick F. Richards 
A E. Stanley Kitchin 
A Miss Nathalie Mc-
Cann ..... . 
A Clayton M. Hunne-
well, Tenants Hbr. 
A Lawrence L. Page 
A Horace P. Maxcy 
A Victor N. Greene 
A George K. Cobb 
Douglas Hill 
A C. Ford Dyer. 
A Neal T. Skillings 
A Richard P. Pippin .. 
6 
3 56 C. 
9.2 183 C.A.H. 
4.2 69 
3 75 ... 
4.8 67 C.!. 
2 24 ........ 
11.4 200 C.A.H . l. 
5.5 105 C.A. 
11.3 252 C.H.l. 
10.7 IRS C. (Hl (I) 
18.8 522 C.A.l-1. 
11.5 254 c. 
3.1 60 c. 
11.5 275 C.A.H. I. 
3.1 88 C. 
3 60 c. 
3 25 c. 
3 66 
3 70 
69 1671 C.I-1.1. 
57 1160 C.I-1.1. 
22.8 480 C.A.I-1. I. 
3 70 c. 
8. 1 122 C.I-1.1. 
2 23 
4 106 c. 
22.7 428 C.I-1.1. 
3.2 60 ..... . 
34.9 690 C.H.I. 
6 105 c. 
5 79 C.H.I. 
31.8 576 C.I-1.1. 
12.2 203 C.I-!.1. 
4.1 123 c. 
4 65 H . I. 
5 89 C.A. 
16.3 345 C.I-1.1. 
3.5 40 c. 
CLASS A HIGH SCHOOLS-Concluded 
N ~ ~ z - ;;;- z_ 
- ~ b -
Cll Name of Principal _g "' .~ ~ 
.;:: (N3) - '-
Town or City 
~ ~ ·~ g g 
----------1-""-1--------·1-:_f-< ___ o.. ___ a-_u _ 
South Bristol . 
South Portland . 
Southwest Harbor* 
Standish 
Steuben . . . 
Stockton Springs. 
Stonington* 
Strong 
Sullivan .... 
Thomaston**. 
Union 
Unity. . . . . 
Van Buren (Boys' 
High School) . 
Van Buren (Sacred 
Heart High Sch.) 
Vanceboro . . 
Vinalhaven**. 
Waldoboro* 
Warren .. 
Washburn* 
Waterboro ... 
Waterville*** 
Webster** 
Weld. 
Wells* . 
Westbrook. 
Windham** 
Winslow** 
Winter Harbor 
Winterport** 
Winthrop 
Woodstock 
York* 
3 
A Harold J. Webster 
A Daniel F. Mahoney 
A Robert V. Frost 
A Rupert G. Johnson 
Sebago Lake 
A Delmar H. King 
A Byron G. Avery 
A E. Thurlow Pills 
A Robert L. Harlow 
A Arthur W. Cole .. 
A Woodrow A. Mercier . 
A Winfred A. Kenoyer 
A Maxwell M. Erskine. 
3.1 23 c. 
37.8 1001 C.(ll) I. 
11.1 210 C.H.I. 
5.6 98 C.H. 
2 33 
2 42 .. 
5.9 133 C. 
3 50 .. 
3 77 C. 
7.3 131 C.!. 
4 70 C. 
5 71 A.H. 
A Rev. Austin E. Verow 10 175 c. 
A Sisler M. Sl. Marcella 
A Donald H. Wescott. 
A Franklin P. Adams 
A Brainard C. Paul . 
A Fred L. Perkins, Jr. 
A William C. Fosler 
A Elmer S. Marshall .. . 
A Clair E. Wood .. 
A Francis H. Smith 
Sabattus 
A Eugene C. Norton 
A Norman F. Holder . 
A Millon A. Philbrook. 
A Ercell M. Gordon 
South Windham 
A F. Reginald Cough 
Waterville 
A Carroll P. Norton. 
A Richard W. Hopkins. 
A Vance L. McNaugh-
ton . . . . . . 
A J. Douglas Thompson 
Bryant Pond 
A John K. Schroeder. 
7 
10 172 c. (1-1) 
2 30 
2.3 76 ..... . 
10.2 248 C.A.I-I. 
3 59 ..... 
8.3 208 C .A .H. 
2 37 ..... . 
30.2 538 C.I-1.1. 
3 50 
2 19 
11.8 256 C.I-I . l. 
23.3 554 C.I-1.1. 
11.8 208 C.A.H. I. 
12.3 322 C.I-1.1. 
3 51 .. 
5.1 126 c. 
6.7 185 C. I. 
3 52 C. 
15.2 300 C.I-1.!. 
School 
Academy of Saint 
Joseph. . .. 
Anson Academy* 
Aroostook Central 
Institute** ... 
Berwick Academy 
Blue Hill-George 
Stevens Academy 
Bridge Academy 
Bridfewater Classi-. 
ca Academy 
Bridgton Academy 
Cathedral High 
School. . . . . . 
CLASS A ACADEMIES 
(See Footnote N 1) 
For the Year 1949-50 
c:o 
z 
-
"" 
Name of Principal 
·5 and Address 
" a: 
A Sister Georges Marie 
South Berwick 
A Wilbur C. Connon 
North Anson 
A William P. Thomas 
Mars Hill 
A Wallace S. Murray 
South Berwick 
A Lloyd D. Hatfield 
Blue Hill 
A Willis L. MacComb 
Dresden Mills 
A Waldron E. Fernald 
A Ri~h~~~eL.a~".;"ldsmith 
North Bridgton 
A Sister M. Ildefonsa 
Portland 
Cherryfield Academy A Bleakney Benedict 
Cheverus Classical 
Cherryfield 
A Rev. Francis J. Dono-
lligh School .. van, S.J ., Portland 
Coburn Classical A H'Wl~t~;vrli:,ith Ins titute .. 
Corinna Union A Walter R. Leach . 
Academy ..... Corinna 
East Corinth Acad- A Vernon L. Bolster 
cmy East Corinth 
~ 
b 
~ 
"' -"
" 
"' 
" 
"" 4 
6.1 
9.3 
7 
5 
2 
3.7 
9.8 
9 
3 
15.8 
6.2 
5.6 
5 
*Six-year organization-includes grades 7-12. 
**Five-year organization-includes grades 8-12. 
~ 8 b 
"' ~~ ~ gg 
" ll. ~u 
----
50 c. 
97 1-1.1. 
210 C.A.H. 
132 C.H. 
76 C.H. 
45 c. 
81 c. 
121 H. 
234 c. 
71 c. 
305 
98 
112 C.A. 
64A.H, 
***Three-year organization-includes grades 10-12. Junior high 
s~hool also mamtamed by town or c1ty as separate organiza-
tiOn. See page 11 for list of junior high schools. 
N I The definition of a Class A secondary school is given on page 
13. See also page 18, Section IV 
N2 Rating of the school for 1949-50. A-Approved, T-Approved, 
but only cond1t10nally. 
N4 Data reported for fall term, 1949. Part-time teachers included 
on percentage basis. 
N5 Data reported f~r year _1949-50. C-<:;ommercial, A-Agricul-
ture, 1-l-1-l~me Econom1cs, 1-Industnal Arts or Vocational 
Shop. ( ) md1cate courses are offered in grades 9 and 10 only. 
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CLASS A ACADEMIES-Continued 
c:o 
~ ~ b ~ b ~ b b School 
"" 
Name of Principal 
"' "' ~~ .5 and Address -"
" ·c. 
" 
"' 
g::: 
"' " 
o.O 
a: 
"" 
ll. "'u 
------
Erskine Academy A Brflan t C. Bean . . . 7 182 C.H. 
Foxcroft Academy 
.F. D. 6, Augusta 
A Tillson D. Thomas 12.2 212 C. H.!. 
Dover-Foxcroft 
Freedom Academy A Earl W. Higgins 
Freedom 
5 90 C.A. 
Fryeburg Academy A Elroy 0. LaCasce 18.2 248 C.A.H. [. 
Good Will High 
Fryeburg 
T Thomas E. GrafTte 4.1 66 
School .. Hinckley 
Gould Academy A Elwood F. Ireland 17.4 268 C. H.!. 
Bethel 
Greely Institute* A Linwood T. Crandall. 
Cumberland Center 
10 185 C.A.!-1. I. 
Hampden Academy. A Harold W Louder 7 170 C.A. 
Hartland Academy. A Ri~haar::'J''i~nDummer 7.1 133 A.H. 
Hartland 
Hip~;~L~~assic_a_l A Philip E. Keith 10.5 170 C.H. 
John Bapst High · · 
Charleston 
School- Boys' Dept. A Bro. Rudolph, C.F.X. 10 204 c. 
191 French Street 
Girls' Dept. A Sister Mary Luke 
119 Somerset St., 
10 189 c. 
Kents Hill Prepara-
Bangor 
A William W. Dunn 12.7 132 c. 
tory School . .. Kents Hill 
Leavitt Institute .. 
A E~~~~~c;v C~;~~r 7 129 C.H.A 
Lee Academy A A. Moulton Pottle 10 230 C.A.H. 
Lee 
Limington Academy A Verner J. Wormlight. 3 40 H. 
Limin~ton 
Lincoln Academy A Nelson . Bailey . 9.1 167 C.H.l. 
Newcastle 
Litchfield Academy. A Paul R. Given. 
Litchfield 
3 49 c. 
Maine Central A W. Howard Niblock 16.6 350 C.H.l. 
Institute. Pittsfield 
Monmouth Academy A Jesse E. Smith. 7 94 C.A.H. 
Monmouth 
Monson Academy A Wendell S. Brewster. 3 40 .. 
Monson 
Mount Merici A Mother St. Arsene, 7.5 86 c. 
Academy* .. OSU, Waterville 
North Yarmouth A Stanley W. Hyde 7 112 C.H.l. 
Academy . ... ... Yarmouth 
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CLASS A ACADEMIES-Concluded 
c;> 
6 
School oo Name of Principal 
._§ and Address 
" a: 
-------1- 1-------1------
A Brother Henry 6 72 . Notre Dame lnsli-
lulc** . . . . .. 
Oak Grove School** 
Oblate Seminary 
Orono Catholic High 
School . 
Pallen Academy 
Ricker C lassica l 
Institute .. 
Robert W Traip 
Academy. . . 
Sacred Hearl Acad-
emy . ...... . 
Saint Andre High 
Sc hool ........ . 
Sa in l Bcnedicl'sl-Jigh 
School . . .... 
Saint Dominic Iligh 
School- Boys' Dept. 
Girls' De pl.. 
Sa in l Francis College 
lligh School .... 
Saint Ignatius High 
School- Boys' Dept 
Girls' De pl.. 
Saint Joseph High 
School . . . . . 
Saint Joseph's Acad-
emy 
Saint Louis High 
School . . . 
Somerset Academy. 
Thornton Academy. 
Washington Acad-
emy. ·. . . 
Wilton Academy 
Wiscasset Academy 
Alfred 
A Robert E. Owen 16.5 9 1 
Vassalboro 
A Rev. Geo. Prolopapas 6 123 
Bucksport 
A Sisler M. Adrian G. 2 31 C. 
Orono 
A James B. Morrison, Jr 5 108 C.A. 
Pallen 
A Harold H. Inman 10.6 150 C.H. 
Iloullon 
A Paul J. Wenners 16.8 285 D.C.II.J. 
Kittery 
A Sisler Bernadette 3 .3 71 C. 
Jackman Station 
A Sisler M. Cecile Agnes 5.7 75 C. 
Biddeford 
ASislcrM.PaulinaJ. 2 20 
Benedicta 
A Brother Fcrnand, SC 
A Sisler M. Aquinas 
Lewiston 
A Rev. Luke M. Chabo t 
OFM, Biddeford 
A Brother Alexander 
A Mother M. Carmclila 
OSU, Sanford 
A Sisler Sl. Helen Marie 
Biddeford 
A Sisler Mary Jerome 
605 Stevens Ave. 
Portland 
A Brother Alban 
Biddeford 
A Mrs. Abbie B. Ililton 
Athens 
A Porter C. Greene. 
Sa co 
A Gardner C. Pope 
East Machias 
A Harland L. Keay 
Wilton 
A L. Joseph Roy 
VViscassel 
10 
15.2 319 .. 
7.1 201 c. 
6 83 
4 68 .. 
5 96 c. 
6 136 c. 
7.3 98 c. 
9.5 251 
3 29 H. 
24 458 C.H.l. 
4 107 c. 
12.7 185 C .A.IJ. 
6 99 C.I-1.1. 
1 
l 
1 
1 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
(Sec Footnote N 1) 
For the Y car 1949 50 
-
;;;-
c;> 6 6 
'C Town or City 
"" 
Name of Principal 
" 
.:: (N3) .<: 
" ... "' 
" a: f-; 
Auburn (Walton Jr. 
II igh School) 
Auburn (Webster Jr. 
A C ha rles W Jordan 10 
I ligh School) . . A John L. Iloopcr 23.6 
Bangor l(iflh Sl. Jr. 
A Lee V Ilallowcll I hgh chool) ... 26 
Bangor (Garland St. 
Jr. Iligh School) A Wilbur F. Stanton 25 
Gorham (Campus 
Laboratory Junior 
High School) A Lawrance M. Furbush 
Jr. 4 .5 
Skowhe~an (Ju nior 
High chool). 
Wa lerville (Junior 
A Lyndall T Smith 12.8 
I ligh School) . 
Yarmouth (.Junior 
A Earle A. McKeen 24.7 
High School). A Hamilton B. Grant 5 
"" 
;;;- 6 6 
"' :"§~ §" gg 
0.. cr.U 
------
295 ll.l. 
632 I I. I. 
430 I I. I. 
532 1-l.I. 
112 I !.I. 
326 11.1. 
559 [-1.1. 
109 II. I. 
Nl For defiJuliOn of a Jumor 1-hgh School, sec page 17. 
N2 Haling of the school for 1949-50. A-Approved, T-Approved 
but only conditionally. 
N3 The address of the principal is the same as the town or city. 
N4 Data reported for fall term, 1949. Part-lime teachers included 
on percentage basis. 
N5 Data reported for year 1949-50. 1-l-IIomc Economics, !-In-
dustrial Arts. Exploratory courses in grades 7 and 8; regular 
offering in grade 9. 
CLASS B SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
(See Footnote N 1) 
For the Year 1949-50 . .. 
c;> 
6 
Town OJ) Name of Principal 
.§ (N3) 
"' a: 
Allagash Pll. A Arthur L. Kelley 
St. Francis 
Grand Isle .. A Sisler M. Sl. Ililda 
Grand Lake ·st.ream Pit. A Howard 11. Ilunnewcli 
Stoc kholm A Charles C. Hicks 
-
;;;-
6 ;;;-
~ 6 
"' .<: "' 
" ·c. 
"' 
" 
:l 
f-; 0.. 
1 18 
1 31 
I 10 
I 31 
N 1 I· or dchmlwn of a Class B secondary school, see !'age 15. 
N2 Rating of the school for 1949-50. A-Approved, r-Approved, 
but only conditionally. 
N3 The address of the principal is the same as the town unless 
otherwise given. 
N4 Data reported for fall term, 1949. 
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UNCLASSIFIED SCHOOLS OFFERING FIRST-YEAR HIGH 
SCHOOL WORK APPROVED FOR TRANSFER OF CREDITS 
(See Footnote N1) 
00 
6 00 
Town and School Name of Principal 1:: 6 
" "' (N2) 
-5 
"' 
·c. 
" " .... 0.. 
Gorham (Frederick Robie 
School) . .. ....... Lawrence H. Fickett 1 26 
Norridgewock (Central Sch.) W. Barr Hatfield 1 17 
Ave Maria Academy Sister Marie Aline. 1 3 
Sabattus 
NI 1 hese schools d!J not meet reqmrements for approval in any 
of the classificatiOns set up by Jaw. However, the ninth grade 
or first-year high school work IS comparable to that of approved 
schools and IS offered under conditiOns satisfactory in respect 
to certification of ~eachers, length of school year, program of 
studies, etc. Credits earned at these schools may be accepted 
by approved secondary schools . 
N2 The address of the principal is the same as the name of the 
lown unless otherwise given. 
N3 Data reported for fall term, 1949. Part-time teachers in grade 
9 are included on a percentage basis. Enrollment for 9th grade 
only is given. 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS CLOSED SINCE 1942 
Boothbay Center High School 
Boothbay, East, High School 
Bowdoinham, Coombs High School 
Brownfield, Bean Memorial High School 
Brownville High School · 
Caratunk Plantation High School 
Exeter High School 
Flagstaff Pit. Hi~h School 
~~=~~ff:tH!(ig\c~~~f1 
Friendship llligh School 
Garland Hif!h School 
Jefferson J:hgh School 
Kennebunkport High School 
Lisbon Center High School 
Masardis High School 
Merrill High School 
Monticello High School 
Mount Desert High School 
Newfield High School 
Portage High School 
Saint Francis Plantation High School 
Sangerville High School 
Sedgwick High School 
Shapleigh High School 
Washington High School 
West Forks Plantation High School 
Whitefield High School 
Winn High School 
Eastern Maine Institute, Springfield 
Lebanon Academy, West Lebanon 
Parsonsfield Seminary, Kezar Falls 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVAL OF 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
In order to establish minimum standards of efficiency in secon-
dary schools, to define schedule of requirements for the measure-
ment of efficiency, to provide tangible and recognizable ideals, 
and to guarantee to the youth of the state a mimmum standard 
of efficiency, the following requirements have been set up in 
accordance with the law and with the discretionary definitions 
and regulations therein provided. The legal provisions providing 
for the accreditation of secondary schools may be found in Sec-
tion 89, Chapter 37, R. S. 1944. 
I. CLASS A HIGH SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS 
A. Ry statute. 
1. An approved four-year course of study of standard grade 
shall be offered. 
2. The school year shall consist of at least thirty-six weeks. 
3 . Approved laboratory equipment shall be provided. 
4. At least two full-time teachers shall be employed. 
5. There shall be an annual expenditure of at least $850 for 
instruction exclusive of all tuition received . 
R. By definition. The following definitions have been formu-
lated in accordance with the provisions of the law. 
I. The pro~rain or course of study. 
a. The standard program of study prescribed by law 
shall consist of not less than sixteen units of work of 
secondary school grade, of which four shall be io 
English and one in American History. 
A unit is a subject pursued a minimum of 200 min-
utes per week for at least thirty-six weeks and requir-
ing a comparable amount of time in outside prepara-
tion. 
b. Schools having only two teachers should offer but one 
curriculum in order that the daily schedule shall con-
form to the requirements below. 
c. The number of teaching periods in the basic daily 
schedu le must not exceed seven. This does not pre-
clude the addition of an activity period. 
d. The minimum recitation period shall be forty minutes 
in length exclusive of time required for class changes. 
Schools may operate on rotated schedule plans pro-
vided that the class periods average at least forty 
minutes in length over a period of time, and provided 
that such plans are reported annually to the State 
Department of Education on the Rating Information 
Report. Variations in schedules will be recognized 
to provide for directed study, shop work, activities, 
etc. Long periods should be provided for science 
laboratory work, typewriting, and other manipulative 
classes. 
e. The pupil-teacher ratio in a Class A school must not 
exceed 30:1. This means that the number of pupi ls 
divided by the number of teachers in any school of 
Class A grade must not be in excess of thirty. 
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2. The school 'Cear. The school year shall comprise at 
least 180 workmg days. All time lost, except as provided 
by law, shall be made up. 
3. Teachers. All teachers in Class A schools must hold 
Maine certificates of secondary grade in the type of work 
m wh1ch they are teaching. A certificate of one type is 
not interchangeable with another type. The secondary 
school teacher in the academic field is required to have 
completed four full years of collef1e work, or the equiva-
lent, in an accredited college. Eighteen semester hours 
of w.ork in professional educational courses are usually 
reqmred for the secondary school certificate. The State 
Department bulletin "State Certification of Teachers" 
contains full information on this subject. Teachers of 
commercial subjects should hold commercial certificates. 
Other special subject certificates should be held by teach-
ers in the fields of agriculture, home economics, industrial 
or general shop, music, art, and the like. 
4. Laboratory. 
a. Equipment shall be sufficient to permit laboratory 
practice in groups of not more than two students for 
a major part of the experiments. 
b. Ali science subjects call for laboratory practice. Pro-
VISIOn for double or long periods for such practice in 
chemistry, physics, and other similar subjects should 
be made. 
c. An annual expenditure equal to $1.00 per pupil en-
rolled, but not less than S75 for any school is re-
quired. This requirement may be reduced 'as the 
equipment becomes adequate. 
5. I~i brary. 
a. Suitable tables, bookcases, and other necessary library 
furniture should be available. 
b. There must be an adequate supply of dictionaries, ref-
erence books, and suitable newspapers and periodicals. 
c. General.supplementary material, including non-fiction 
and ficllon books, bulletms, charts, and other realia 
necessary for effective use of the library must be 
furnished. 
d. Books must be cataloged in some suitable manner and 
an annual inventory taken to determine the number 
of volumes, distribution, recency, and adequacy of 
the resources of the library. 
e. The annual expenditure for the library shall be $1.50 
per pupil enrolled, but not less than $75 for any school. 
This requirement may be reduced upon evidence of 
adequate equipment. 
f. A trained school librarian or a teacher-librarian must 
be assigned to the direction of the library. Library 
directors should reserve at least one period per day 
for library work. Student-librarians may serve at 
other tlmes under the supervision of the library di-
rector. 
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6. Visual education equipment. An adequate supply 
of maps and other illustrative material must be provided. 
Devices for the projection or other suitable display of 
pictures, maps, charts, etc., should be readily available. 
Illustrative material of the apparatus type used in physi-
cal education, science laboratories, social studies labora-
tories, or other school departments should be suitably 
stored and readily available when needed. 
7. The school plant. 
a. The school plant must conform to reasonable stand-
ards. In case of buildings below the standards, plans 
for improvement tnusl be pres en ted within three years 
after tentative approval has been granted. 
b. Rooms and furnishings must be suited to a standard 
grade of work and efficiency. 
c. All accredited schools should meet the state regula-
tions for sanitation, heating, lighting, ventilation and 
safely. Improvement in school buildings of early de-
sign and of generally outmoded construction will be 
expected within a reasonable period of time. 
d. School grounds should be well planned and attrac-
tively maintained. 
8. Or~anization. 
a. The organization, discipline, general esprit de corps, 
and administration must be conducive to good school 
work and proper social, civic, vocational, and char-
acter development. 
b. Contemplated changes in organization, courses of 
study, or classification of school must be reported to 
the Stale Department of Education. 
II. CLASS B HIGH SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS 
A. By statute. 
1. An approved two-year course of study of standard grade 
shall he offered. 
2. At least one full-time teacher shall be employed. 
3. The school year shall consist of at least thirty-six weeks. 
4. Approved laboratory equipment shall be provided. 
5. There shall be an annual expenditure of at least $500 for 
instruction exclusive of tuition received. 
B. By definition. The following definitions have been formu-
lated in accordance with the provisions of the law. 
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1. The prollram or course of study. 
a. The Class B school must otTer grades nine and ten of 
the standard program of study. The two-year pro-
gram shall consist of not less than eight units of work 
of which two shall be in English. A unit is a subject 
pursued a minimum of 200 minutes per week for at 
lease thirty-six weeks and requiring a comparable 
amount of tim e in outside preparation. It is recom-
mended that the special Class B school program sug-
f~i[~~edby the State Department of Education be 
b. The number of teaching periods in the basic daily 
schedule must not exceed eight. 
c. The minimum recitation period shall be forty minutes 
in length exclusive of time required for class changes. 
The Class B school may operate on a rotated schedu le 
plan if such a plan seems advantageous, and provided 
that such plan is reported annually to the Stale De-
partment of Education on the Rating Information 
Report. 
d. The pupil-teacher ratio in a Class B school should not 
exceed 30:1. 
2. The school year. The school year shall comprise at least 
180 working days. All time lost, except as provided by 
law, shall be made up. 
3. Teachers. Certification and other qualifications of 
teachers are the same as for Class A schools. 
4. l-ibrary. The requirements are the same as for Class A 
schools except that the expenditure must be $50 annually. 
5. Or,aanization. The quality of work, organization. dis-
cipline, and school standards shall be the same for the 
period covered as are expected for C lass A schools. 
6. The school plant. 
a. The building must approximate standard require-
ments. Otherwise improvements will be expected. 
b. Furnishings, desks, blackboards, etc., must he of 
satisfactory kind and quality. 
c. All approved schools should meet the state regulations 
for sanitation, healing, lighting, ventilation and safety. 
Schools of early design and of generally outmoded 
construction will be expected to receive improvements 
within a reasonable period of time. 
d. The school grounds should be attractively cared for. 
e. There shall be equipment and facilities adequate for 
laboratory work m the science subjects ofTered. 
f. An adequate supply of maps and other illustrative 
visual education material is expected. All such male-
rial and all laboratory supplies and other equipment 
should be suitably stored and readily available when 
needed. 
g. An annual expenditure of at least $50 is required for 
visual education and science laboratory supplies and 
equipment. 
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III. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS 
A. By statute. 
1. The junior high school is comprised of the last two grades 
of the elementary school and not more than two years 
of high school. 
2. The school year shall consist of at least thirty-six weeks. 
3 . An approved diversified program of studies must be 
ofTered. 
4. Funds for maintenance may be taken from high school 
funds or from a pro rata division of high school and ele-
mentary school funds. 
5. The junior high school may be maintained as a part of 
a Class A high school. 
B. By definition. 
1. Orl1anization. A junior high school ordinarily com-
prises grades seven and eight of the elementary school 
and grade nine of the secondary school. Dev1atwns from 
this organization shall be prescribed by the Comm1ss10ner 
of Education. A junior high school. may form part of a 
Class A high school, and the combmatwn may _thus. be 
maintained as a six-year high school. Other J.umor h1~_h 
school plans will be approved only upon spec1al mvestl-
gation. 
2. Pro~ram. A diversified program of studies must provide 
pre-vocational courses, preferably at least. one for ~oys 
and another for girls, in addition to the ordmary subJeCts 
for these grades. All subjects for these JUlllOr h1gh school 
grades must show a serious efTort to adjust content and 
methods of instruction in accordance w1th ~he accepted 
standards for junior high schools. Pre-vocatwnal courses 
shall be ofTered under conditions qualifying for state or 
federal aid. 
3. Teachers. 
a. Teachers in junior high schools should hold junior 
high school certificates. However, teachers holdmg 
both secondary and elementary certificates will be 
permitted to teach in these schools. Teachers should 
be selected with reference to their special fitness and 
training for thi& type of school. 
b . At least three teachers , including the principal , shall 
be employed. There must be at least one teacher for 
every thirty pupils enrolled. 
4. Orllanization. 
a. There must be provision for meetiltg the social needs 
of the pupils. A room large enough for assembly 
purposes is required. This room or some other should 
be suitable for carrying out the health program. 
Special atten Lion to the social and health program 
will be expected. 
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b. Recitation periods must be at least forty minutes in 
length exclusive of time required for class changes. 
Schools may operate on rotated schedule plans pro-
vided that the class periods average at least forty 
minutes in length over a period of t1me, and provided 
that such plans are reported annually to the State 
Department of Educatwn on the Rating information 
Report. 
c. The number of periods in the basic daily schedule 
must not exceed eight. Il is recommended that the 
maximum number of class periods be seven, and that 
an activity period also be provided. 
5. School plant. 
a. The building must be appropriate for the purpose. 
It must provide an assembly room, suitable recitation 
rooms, work rooms, and laboratories. All accredited junior high schools should meet the stale regulations 
for sanitation, heating, lighting, ventilation, and 
safety. Improvement in school buildings of early de-
sign and !!enerally outmoded construction will be 
expected w1thin a reasonable period of time. 
b. The furnishings and equipment must be suitable for 
the purposes of the school. 
c. The school grounds should be well planned and attrac-
tively maintained . Athletic or playground facilities 
must be provided. 
6. Laboratories. 
a. The laboratories must provide adequate facilities and 
apparatus for the science and other courses oiTered 
b. An expenditure of not less than $50 annually is ex-
pected. 
c. An adequate supply of maJ?S and other illustrative 
visual education material will be expected. 
7. l-ibrary. 
a. There must be an adequate library providing diction-
aries, reference books, general supplementary male-
rial, and suitable newspapers and current penodicals. 
Tables and shelves for proper storage are necessary. 
b. An expenditure of not less than $75 annually is ex-
pected. 
8. 'Vork rooms. 
a. The work rooms and shops shall be of suitable size 
and shall be properly equipped for the pre-vocational 
and laboratory courses oiTered. 
IV. ACADEMIES 
Academies which maintain approved secondary school programs 
and which conform to the requirements of a public secondary 
school, may also be approved by the Slate Department of Educa-
tion . 
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V. THE SIX-YEAR SECONDARY SCHOOL 
The six-year high school is a term applied to a secondary school 
organization in which the junior and senior high school groups 
form a single administrative unit, which should result in a six-year 
organization with a unified program of studies, including pre-
vocational courses in the junior high years as required in a sepa-
rate junior high school organization. 
VI. UNITS FOR GRADUATION 
To be graduated from a Class A secondary school, a pupil must 
have completed sixteen graduation units, including four in English 
and one in American History. 
A unit is the credit given toward graduation for a subject pur-
sued a minimum of 200 minutes per week for the entire school 
year and requiring a comparable amount of time in preparation 
outside of class. Examples of one-unit subjects are: Latm, Eng-
lish, Algebra, American History, and French. 
A half unit is given for a subject pursued a minimum of 200 
minutes per week for an entire school year and requiring no prepa-
ration outside of class. or for a subject pursued approximately 100 
minutes (two or three periods) per week for the entire school year 
and requiring a comparable amount of time in preparation outside 
of class. Examples of half-unit subjects are: typewriting, shop 
work, or a half-year course in biology. 
A quarter unit is given for subjects pursued approximately 100 
minutes (two or three periods) per week for the entire school year 
and requiring no preparation outside of class. Examples of quar-
ter-unit subjects are: physical education, mechanical drawing, and 
music. 
Certificates of promotion but not diplomas of graduation are 
issued to pupils completing the work in Class B schools or junior 
high schools. 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
The following summary shows the· operation of the public schools 
of the state for the year ended June 30, 1948. 
School enrollment (April 1st) 
Total enrollment 
Net enrollment. _ _ 
*Pupils 
Average daily attendance. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Pupils beginning work of elementary schools (grade I) 
Pupils completing work of elementary schools . __ 
Pupils beginning work of secondary schools (grade 9) 
Pupils completing work of secondary schools 
Teachers 
Number of teaching positions: 
Positions held by men: elementary 
Positions held by women: elementary 
Positions held by men: secondary 
Positions held by women: secondary. 
Average annual salary for men , elementary 
Average annual salary for women, elementary 
Average annual salary for men, secondary 
Average annual salary for women, secondary 
Schools and Buildings 
Public schools maintained: urban 
Public schools maintained: rural. 
Number of one-room buildings. 
Number of two-room buildings 
Buildings with three or four rooms 
Buildings with five or more rooms 
Value of school property: 
Buildings_. 
Equipment 
Financial 
Local appropriations for school maintenance, (teach-
ers' salaries, fuel, janitor, conveyance, tuition and 
board of scholars, textbooks, supplies, water, light 
173,460 
170,765 
160,191 
145,502 
14,792 
11 ,284 
8,391 
8,138 
311 
4,044 
848 
914 
$2,239.49 
$1,744.72 
$2,797.17 
$2,135.87 
332 
1,389 
728 
268 
203 
384 
$40,783,586 
$4,791,373 
and power) . . . . . . . . . $11,670,700 
Total resources for general support of schools $20,820,275 
Expenditure for instruction $10,460,266 
Expenditure for tuition $1,187,619 
Expenditure for fuel _ $742,200 
Expenditure for janitor $1,163,850 
Expenditure for conveyance. $1,597,896 
Expenditure for school maintenance . . $16,475,846 
Expenditure for general support of schools $19,829,475 
Cost per pupil in average daily attendance: 
Elementary schools (maintenance) $101.31 
Secondary schools (maintenance) $147.59 
All pupils (total expenditure) $136.28 
Average municipal tax rate .07239 
*Includes Academy figures 
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